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Foreword:
The *Marriage Cases*—Reversing the Burden of Inertia in a Pluralist Constitutional Democracy

William N. Eskridge†

**INTRODUCTION**

The California Supreme Court has replaced the New York Court of Appeals, the federal Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and the U.S. Supreme Court as the court at the cutting edge of many issues in American public law. The process of displacement probably began long ago, perhaps as early as 1948, when the California Supreme Court’s decision in *Perez v. Sharp* became the first appellate decision to recognize that state bars to interracial marriage are unconstitutional.¹ That landmark decision has been followed by a steady stream of others. The latest such decision is *In re Marriage Cases*, in which a closely divided (4-3) court held that the State’s exclusion of same-sex couples from civil marriage violated the state constitution’s equal protection guarantee.²

Chief Justice Ronald George’s opinion for the court in the *Marriage Cases* was significant for three reasons. First, and most important, was the holding: the State could not constitutionally bar same-sex couples from civil marriage. California was not only the second state to recognize same-sex marriage in this way,³ but was the grand prize for the same-sex marriage

---

¹ John A. Garver Professor of Jurisprudence, Yale Law School. I appreciate helpful analysis from Hans Johnson, Bruce Cain, and John Ferejohn. Elizabeth Phelps (Yale Law School Class of 2010) provided excellent research assistance.

² *In re Marriage Cases*, 183 P.3d 384 (Cal. 2008).

³ Massachusetts was the first. *See Goodridge v. Dep’t Pub. Health*, 798 N.E.2d 941 (Mass. 2003); *see also In re Opinions of the Justices to the Senate*, 802 N.E.2d 565 (Mass. 2004) (reaffirming the court’s opposition to the segregation of same-sex civil unions as established by
movement. California is our nation's most populous state, with thirty-seven million people and fifty-five members of the federal legislative branch (more than 10 percent of the total), and it has one of the largest economies in the world. Thus, California's policies have ripple effects well beyond its borders.

Second, as part of its reasoning, the court held that sexual orientation is a "suspect classification," like race and (in California) sex, that cannot be the basis of discriminatory state policy without a showing of compelling state interests that can only be met by such discrimination. Two other state supreme courts had suggested as much (in dictum) before 2008, but the California Supreme Court was the first state supreme court to unequivocally declare sexual orientation a suspect classification. After the Marriage Cases, state courts all over the country will probably take these arguments more seriously.

Third, as an alternative basis for strict scrutiny, the court ruled that the fundamental right to marry applies to lesbian and gay couples. Although this holding seems the most logically apparent, it is also the most pioneering: no appellate court in America had ever accepted the notion that the right to marry has any application to lesbian and gay couples. In the wake of California's actions, three state legislatures extended fundamental marriage rights to lesbian and gay couples by legislation.

legislation passed subsequent to the Goodridge decision). Shortly after the Marriage Cases, the Connecticut Supreme Court struck down that state's exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage. Kerrigan v. Connecticut Dep't Pub. Health, 957 A.2d 407 (Conn. 2008). Both Goodridge and Kerrigan were decided by 4-3 court majorities. In a unanimous opinion joined by all seven justices, the Iowa Supreme Court recently struck down its same-sex marriage ban. Varnum v. Brien, 763 N.W.2d 862 (Iowa 2009).


5. Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d at 440-44.


7. Two courts have already followed California in ruling that sexual orientation discrimination requires heightened (but not strict) scrutiny. See Kerrigan, 957 A.2d at 431-61; Varnum, 763 N.W.2d at 889-96.

8. Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d at 419-34.

As in many other states, the political process in California has several avenues for responding to state constitutional decisions such as the *Marriage Cases*. One avenue is a popular vote: upon collection of the requisite number of voter signatures, the electorate can override the court through a constitutional amendment adopted by majority vote. The voters overrode the holding of the *Marriage Cases* when they adopted Proposition 8 in November 2008. Proposition 8 added language to the state constitution reserving civil marriage for one man, one woman unions.

This Foreword will examine the court’s opinion and the many doctrinal issues it raises through the lens of California’s pluralist-constitutional democracy. That voters can override the court through a constitutional amendment like Proposition 8 makes California’s constitution self-evidently democratic—indeed, more so than the U.S. Constitution. This feature has played a pivotal role in the state’s politics of gay marriage. An equally important feature of the California Constitution is its commitment to pluralism: the idea that a key role of the State is to serve as a peaceful forum in which rival social and economic groups bargain, compete, and deliberate. An institutional challenge in a pluralist democracy is to keep rival groups engaged in politics, to direct their efforts toward the public good, and to avoid feuds and other mutually destructive conflicts. This challenge is especially difficult because the pluralist balance changes, often radically, over the course of a generation. New groups, clamoring for public recognition, will emerge, upsetting a balance of alliances that worked well only ten years prior. Few groups reflect this phenomenon better than sexual and gender minorities; reviled as outlaws two generations ago, they are now part of the political process in California. Given the state’s role as harbinger for the nation, this is a significant advance for these minorities.

Part I will explore the role of the California judiciary in the pluralist debates surrounding sexual and gender minorities. California’s treatment of gay people can be broken into three stages. In Stage 1, “homosexuals” were rejected as outlaws. In Stage 2, homosexuality came to be considered a tolerable sexual variation, intrinsically inferior and degraded but not outlawed. In Stage 3, the current stage, homosexuality is viewed as a benign variation, and gay people are legally treated as (almost) full and equal citizens. At every point in this history, California’s judiciary was the branch of government most responsive to the plight of sexual minorities and played an important, but limited, role in gay people’s politics of recognition. The main role of judges was to reverse the force of political inertia. If legislators or enforcement officials sought to punish or discriminate against minorities in an overbroad or unjustified way, judges would often trim back the punishment or discrimination—but only where there was some public support for this stance and where opportunities existed for the political process to reverse the judiciary and insist upon the antigay policy. The judicially advanced ideas of privacy, nondiscrimination, and family encouraged more gay people to be politically engaged
and to metaphorically come out of their closets. The *Marriage Cases* can be viewed as the culmination of several generations of normative debate about the civil status of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered (LGBT) persons: a group that had once been rejected, and then simply tolerated, finally achieved acceptance in the eyes of the law.

Part II will situate the *Marriage Cases* in a larger conceptual framework that I have called *equality practice*. An important goal of constitutional equality jurisprudence is management of the polity’s evolving pluralist balance. A dynamic society carries with it the risk of social turmoil as new groups emerge and old groups decline or change. Equality jurisprudence is a key mechanism for heading off some of that turmoil. For example, once a social group emerges as a salient political force, old discriminations must be questioned and newer ones interrogated, lest the new group feel alienated and turn away from the ordinary political and legal processes. Conversely, older groups’ time-tested beliefs cannot and ought not be discarded without a process of deliberation. California’s *Marriage Cases* are a classic example of equality practice: the court’s invalidation was only possible because of decades of political activism on other issues (sodomy laws, antidiscrimination policies, and domestic partnerships) that gradually prepared the way for judicial recognition of full marriage equality for LGBT unions.

Part III examines the pluralist-constitutional politics of states like California that have a process for constitutional change through popular initiatives. The Part begins by describing the background of Proposition 8, which overrode the precise holding of the *Marriage Cases* by amending the California Constitution to bar recognition of any but one man, one woman marriages. Part III then explains the various ways in which litigants can challenge the constitutionality of popularly adopted constitutional amendments. In the 2008 term, the California Supreme Court upheld Proposition 8 against such an attack, but with a modest pushback against the popular override. Political scientists have identified a major problem posed by initiative-based constitutional amendments like Proposition 8—the phenomenon of *hyper-amendability*. In states that have experienced this phenomenon, political issues of all kinds, including fundamental constitutional issues, have gravitated away from state deliberative institutions and toward resolution by popular referenda. Part III concludes by proposing a theory of judicial review that attempts to ameliorate the negative effects of hyper-amendability in the constitutional amendment initiative context.

---

REVERSING THE BURDEN OF INERTIA: THE ROLE OF THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT IN ADVANCING THE RIGHTS OF SEXUAL AND GENDER MINORITIES

California’s understanding and treatment of sexual minorities has gone through a three-stage evolution that classically reflects the stages in which the pluralist democracy accommodates new groups such as gay people. In Stage 1, any kind of sexual variation (especially homosexuality) was considered malignant. During this stage, California law considered “degenerates,” “sex perverts,” and “homosexuals” to be outlaws. In Stage 2, homosexuality was considered a tolerable sexual variation, intrinsically inferior and degraded but not outlawed. In Stage 3, the current stage, homosexuality is considered a benign variation (as a matter of law), and sexual minorities are thought not to pose a danger to society. At every point in this history, California’s judiciary has played a critical role in both senses of the term: it has made important rulings and has subjected legislative and executive policies to skeptical examination. Although the court’s critical role has been subject to legislative or popular overrides, its interventions have, virtually without exception, formed the basis for productive state policy.

A. Stage 1: “Degenerates,” “Sex Perverts,” and “Homosexuals” as Outlaws

In the early decades of statehood, California law did not recognize homosexuals as a distinct social category or specifically outlaw homosexual activities. Following other jurisdictions, the legislature in 1850 criminalized “[t]he infamous crime against nature.”12 Such laws were not specifically designed to suppress gender and sexual noncomformity. Almost all of the reported cases involved sexual assault against an unconsenting man, boy, girl, or animal.13 Moreover, the “crime against nature” was limited to anal sex and did not include oral sex, as the California Supreme Court held in People v. Boyle.14 Because a person could not be convicted of sodomy based solely upon the testimony of a willing adult partner, it was practically impossible to convict consenting adults, unless the act was public.15 For these reasons, there were very few sodomy convictions before 1890.16

13. See Brief of the Cato Institute as Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioners, at app. 2, Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (No. 02-102) [hereinafter Cato Lawrence Brief] (listing the reported nineteenth-century American sodomy cases). Disclosure: I was the primary author of this amicus brief.
14. 48 P. 800 (Cal. 1897).
15. See Cato Lawrence Brief, supra note 13, at 11–12 (documenting proof requirements for nineteenth-century sodomy laws). Under nineteenth-century sodomy laws, consenting “accomplices” could not provide sufficient evidence to convict of sodomy; this made it virtually impossible to enforce such laws against consensual conduct in the home. See id.
In the early twentieth century, California, like other American jurisdictions, saw a growing social anxiety regarding publicly visible communities of sexual minorities in urban areas such as San Francisco (ridiculed by some as "Sodom by the Sea") and Los Angeles. Some citizens objected to "sodomites" who violated natural law and biblical admonitions against nonprocreative sexuality; others expressed disgust with people whom medical experts termed physical and mental "inverts" or "degenerates." Homosexuals were widely considered threats to the fabric of society and body politic. Some believed that the "degeneracy" could be passed on to future generations, both through inheritable biological characteristics and by example. The degeneracy theory of this era tied racist beliefs to prejudices against sexual and gender minorities; many doctors explicitly linked "degenerate" (non-European) races with gender and sexual inversion. Just as abhorrent depictions of African-Americans as apes have been shown to survive in subconscious but easily triggered stereotypes, the notion of homosexuals as unclean, primitive "degenerates" is an enduring stereotype that still infects the popular imagination.

Implementing these social attitudes, early twentieth-century law enforcement episodically targeted "inverts" and "degenerates." For example, police in Long Beach, California, arrested thirty-one men for being part of an oral sex ring in 1914. Two undercover officers, W.H. Warren and B.C. Brown, infiltrated male sex clubs. Befriending men attracted to them, the officers lured them into compromising positions in public restrooms, bathhouses, or private apartments, where spying colleagues arrested the "degenerates." The newspapers raised an alarm against these "devils" committing "a horrible enormity besides which ordinary prostitution is chastity itself." Legally, however, these


18. On the transition from sodomite to degenerate, see Jennifer Terry, American Obsession: Science, Medicine, and Homosexuality in Modern Society (1999).

19. See id.; see also William N. Eskridge, Jr., Gaylaw: Challenging the Apartheid of the Closet 17-37 (1994) [hereinafter Eskridge, Gaylaw].


23. Eskridge, Gaylaw, supra note 19, at 209-11 (documenting the perseverance of popular understanding of "homosexuals" as dirty sub-humans who are predatory against youth).

24. For the story of the Long Beach arrests and prosecutions, see Publicity Is Needed and Then More Publicity, L.A. Times, Nov. 26, 1914, § 2, at 8 [hereinafter Publicity Is Needed]; see also Faderman & Timmons, supra note 17, at 30-37.

25. Publicity is Needed, supra note 24, § 2, at 8.
men had committed no felony, because of the court’s ruling in *Boyle* that the crime against nature did not include oral sex. Thus, some of the men were charged with vagrancy, a misdemeanor. Florist Herbert Lowe was acquitted of even these charges by a jury.26 Responding immediately to the general public outrage prompted by these “lenient” penalties, the California legislature in 1915 added to the penal code’s list of serious felonies “fellatio” and “cunnilingus” (changed six years later to “oral copulation”).27

In addition to strengthening laws aimed at “crimes against nature,” state and local authorities pursued other regulatory means of suppressing same-sex intimacy and gender nonconformity. Some regulatory mechanisms addressed gender-deviant activities, most notably through criminal prohibitions on cross-dressing, which were first codified in the mid-1800s and proliferated throughout the United States in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.28 For example, San Francisco made it a crime for anyone to appear in public “in a dress not belonging to his or her sex” in 1866. Oakland followed suit in 1879 and Los Angeles in 1898.29 By 1930, most of the largest California cities had similar laws.30

More important were the new laws regulating sexual solicitation and erotic activities. Originally enacted in 1872, California’s “lewd vagrancy” law (later colloquially known as the “vag lewd” law) was expanded in 1903 to make it a crime to be either an “idle, or lewd, or dissolute person or associate of known thieves” or to be a “common prostitute.”31 Another 1903 statute made “outrages [to] public decency” a crime, as well as “personifying any person other than himself” for a lewd purpose.32 These laws became the most deployed criminal sanction in California against same-sex intimacy, and were also used at least in some local jurisdictions to punish cross-dressing women and female impersonators.33 When California’s legislature adopted its oral copulation statute in 1921, it also enacted a statute making it a misdemeanor to engage in “any act . . . which openly outrages public decency.”34

26. FADERMAN & TIMMONS, supra note 17, at 33–35.
29. Id.
30. Id. at 338 (listing California jurisdictions making public cross-dressing a crime). For a description of shifting police attitudes, see LOUIS SULLIVAN, FROM FEMALE TO MALE: THE LIFE OF JACK B. GARLAND (1990) (telling the life of Elvira Mugarietta, a woman who passed as a man from 1892 to 1936 in California).
32. Id. at 235–36 (indecency).
34. 1921 Cal. Stat. 74.
As the vag lewd and public decency laws indicate, by the 1920s, almost any kind of activity deviating from standard sexual intercourse could be a crime in California. Unlike the earlier period, these crimes were sometimes vigorously enforced by the police. By the 1910s, police in the large American cities were arresting dozens of men each year for felonious sodomy, and hundreds for lesser crimes of cross-dressing, indecent exposure, lewd vagrancy, and so forth. Similar arrests were regularly made in California.

The volume of police harassment and arrest exploded on both coasts in the 1920s. But more importantly, the pattern of arrests and prosecutions took a turn away from the previously exclusive focus on rape and abuse of minors and toward enforcement against consenting adults of the same sex. For the next few decades, the so-called "homosexual" was a universal scapegoat in California. He would be blamed for waves of child molestation, for the "corruption" of youth by the sexualization of public culture, and for the decline of the family.

To enforce the law against consenting adult "homosexuals," police engaged in nosy tactics such as undercover stake-outs, posing as decoys in public restrooms and parks, and spying on people in their own homes. The aggressive policing of same-sex intimacy and gender nonconformity raised the question of what should be done with the apprehended offenders. Because imprisonment might contribute to prison corruption and endanger future victims once the offenders were released, California came up with more unconventional solutions. Inspired by medical theorists who claimed that "degenerate" classes could ruin the nation's gene pool, the legislature in 1909 enacted a law providing for the sterilization of any person convicted of two or more sexual offenses if evidence indicated he or she was a "moral or sexual pervert." Almost 7,000 Californians were sterilized by 1930, many of them prostitutes and "homosexuals." The number of annual sterilizations peaked in 1939, with 848. The United States Supreme Court discouraged this mania of sterilization and castration when, in 1943, it struck down a discriminatory

35. See Eskridge, Construction, supra note 16, at 1110–11 app. 1 (sodomy arrests in nine American cities, 1875–1941); id. at 1116–17 app. 2C (sex offense arrests in Richmond, 1875–1940); id. at 1123–24 app. 3 ("degenerate" arraigned in New York City, 1915–48).


37. ESKRIDGE, GAYLAW, supra note 19, at 374 app. C1; see also WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR., DISHONORABLE PASSIONS: SODOMY LAWS IN AMERICA, 1861–2003, at 63–67 (2008) [hereinafter ESKRIDGE, DISHONORABLE PASSIONS].

38. ESKRIDGE, GAYLAW, supra note 19, at 375 app. C2.

39. For examples of these activities from the increasing array of reported cases, see People v. Jordan, 74 P.2d 519 (Cal. App. 1937); People v. Smink, 288 P. 873 (1930); People v. Parisi, 261 P. 1072 (1927).


42. Id.
Oklahoma law in *Skinner v. Oklahoma*.

Just as the sterilization and castration movement was slowing down, partly in response to judicial pressure, policymakers hit upon what they considered a more effective approach to so-called "degenerates," "perverts," and "homosexuals": remove them from civil society and "cure" them of their underlying mental or physical disease. On the eve of World War II, state legislatures began to enact a series of "sexual psychopath" laws. The first such laws were enacted in Michigan (1935), Illinois (1938), and California and Minnesota (1939). California's law was the most moderate, aimed only at defendants predisposed "to the commission of sexual offenses against children." In 1945, however, California removed the requirement that the sex crimes had to be against children, freeing the State to send men convicted of homosexual activities to hospitals for indefinite periods of time based on doctors' testimony that those men were "inverts." In 1951, the legislature made failure to register as a sex offender (under a 1947 statute) one of the grounds for initiating a psychopathic offender proceeding. And in 1955, the legislature explicitly provided that a "sexual psychopath" found not amenable to "treatment" could still be held indefinitely by the State. After 1954, homosexuals and other sex offenders falling under the sexual psychopath regime were committed to Atascadero Hospital, known in gay circles as the "Dachau for Queers." One reason for this appellation was that inmates were subjected to experimental therapies—electrical and pharmacological shock treatments in addition to lobotomies—to "cure" them of their "sex perversion."

The vocabulary of the sexual psychopath laws reflected a shift in the social understanding of same-sex intimacy and gender nonconformism. Whereas in the 1880s and 1890s the perception of persons who failed to conform to traditional gender norms shifted from sinners to biological degenerates, in the first three decades of the twentieth century the medical and social science discourse began to characterize the various types of degenerates—including the homosexual—as persons who were sexually out of control and predatory as a result of derailed psychosexual development.

---

43. 316 U.S. 535 (1942) (striking down, on equal protection grounds, sterilization law that exempted white-collar crimes from this penalty); see VICTORIA F. NOURSE, IN RECKLESS HANDS: *Skinner AND THE NEAR TRIUMPH OF AMERICAN EUGENICS* (2008) (historical analysis of *Skinner*).
44. ESKRIDGE, DISHONORABLE PASSIONS, supra note 37, at 94, 96.
45. 1939 Cal. Stat. 1783 § 5500.
47. E.g., People v. Barnett, 166 P.2d 4 (Cal. 1946) (early application of California’s "sexual psychopath" law to treat a sexual "invert").
52. Estelle Freedman, "Uncontrolled Desires": The Response to the Sexual Psychopath,
notion of homosexuals as predatory psychopaths who threatened the well-being of society, especially children, saturated California’s culture and emerged as a powerful social fear and engine for further regulation after World War II.53

No state better reflected the postwar antihomosexual “terror” than California. In 1945, the legislature amended its habitual offender law, adding consensual sodomy to the list of crimes for which a second offense automatically meant a life prison sentence.54 In 1947, California became the first state to require convicted sex offenders (including people convicted of consensual oral or anal sex) to register with the police in their home jurisdictions.55 In 1949, Governor Earl Warren called an “emergency” session of the legislature to deal with the problem of sex offenders, and in January 1950 signed legislation doubling the penalties for sodomy;56 creating an alternate sentence for oral copulation;57 and requiring registration (under the 1947 statute) of toilet loiterers and “lewd vagrants.”58 In 1952, Governor Warren signed a law eliminating the maximum sentence for consensual sodomy, thereby making it a potential life sentence. The maximum penalty for consensual oral sex was fifteen years in prison.59

Engaging in either one-time homosexual liaisons or long-term homosexual relationships not only was a serious crime in California, but also excluded the known homosexual from a variety of public rights and benefits. Under California law, persons who engaged in “immoral conduct,” explicitly including sodomy and oral copulation, stood to lose state teaching jobs or teachers’ certificates, or both. Because most homosexuals prosecuted for these crimes were able to plead to lesser offenses, in 1952 California expanded the bases for revoking teaching certificates to include any conviction for “lewd vagrancy” and “loitering at a public toilet,” misdemeanors enforced almost exclusively against homosexuals.60 In California, as in nearly all other states, “gross immorality” was a statutory basis for disciplinary action against a host of other licensed professionals, including lawyers, doctors, dentists, pharmacists, and embalmers and funeral directors.61 In 1955, the legislature enacted a law

57. Id. at 512.
58. Id. at 476–77.
allowing regulators to close down bars that had become a "resort for . . . sex perverts" (or other undesirables). 62

During this period of antihomosexual terror, California law presented homosexuals as presumptive outlaws and enemies of the family. According to the State, these people were depraved subhumans who were incapable of human relationships and ruled by uncontrolled sexual urges and animal desires. No systematic evidence existed to support any of these beliefs, which were actually inconsistent with empirical studies such as the famous Kinsey Reports on the sex lives of American men (1948) and women (1953). 63 Yet the governor, the legislature, the bureaucracy, the police, the Department of Education, and other agencies of the State embraced the stereotypes and, in doing so, helped legitimize them.

In addition, virtually no one—not Governor Warren, not the legislature, and not most citizens of the state—believed that the pervasively antihomosexual state policies constituted "discrimination" any more than laws prohibiting burglary or rape "discriminated" against burglars and rapists. Governor Warren could understand how racism was a prejudice and how apartheid constituted unsavory discrimination, but he was incapable of applying the same concept to people he considered subhuman and criminal. Of course, many southern racists saw African Americans much the same way Californians viewed homosexuals: as a subhuman group whose intermixture could "corrupt" public culture. 64 This illustrates how the concept of "discrimination" is as much a social concept as it is a legal one: in a society that considers any kind of sexual variation to be malignant, the mainstream population will not consider treatment of sexual minorities to be discrimination.

California judges, operating under the same assumptions as everyone else, did not stand up to the antigay policies of the 1940s and 1950s on discrimination grounds. The judiciary did, however, draw lines that protected homosexuals from some of the most extreme measures. Recall that the California Supreme Court ruled in Boyle (1897) that the "crime against nature" had not traditionally included oral sex and that the legislature needed to adopt targeted laws to render this a crime. In Stoumen v. Reilly, 65 the court ruled that the State could not close down the famous Black Cat bar in San Francisco

---

64. See, e.g., Naim v. Naim, 87 S.E.2d 749, 756 (Va. 1955), remanded, 350 U.S. 891 (1955), aff'd on remand, 90 S.E.2d 849 (Va.), appeal dismissed, 350 U.S. 985 (1956) (upholding Virginia's antimiscegenation law on the ground that the statute was a rational means of protecting against a "mongrel breed of citizens"). The Virginia Supreme Court essentially reasoned that the state could not be compelled to "permit the corruption of blood" that would accompany marriage of a white person and a person of color. Id.
65. 234 P.2d 969 (Cal. 1951).
simply because it was a place where "persons of known homosexual tendencies" congregated. The legislature’s 1955 statutory response was declared unconstitutional in Vallerga v. Department of ABC. In Bielicki v. Superior Court, the court invalidated a police practice of spying on men’s private activities within enclosed toilet stalls. Finally, the U.S. Supreme Court held in One, Inc. v. Olesen that the postmaster for the City of Los Angeles could not ban Los Angeles-based homophile literature from the mail.

None of the above decisions explicitly invoked equal protection concepts, as few judges understood gay people as a “minority” subject to “discrimination”; any Perez-like court decision protecting “homosexuals” would have triggered a socio-political backlash. To be blunt, so long as a society was dedicated to the view that homosexuality was a malignant and even dangerous variation from a fundamental norm, a public discourse of legal or social discrimination was not possible. Nonetheless, the California Supreme Court performed a valuable function in prohibiting some governmental abuses that, while longstanding in most cases, invaded personal liberties without any substantiated public justification. Judges were virtually the only public officials willing to stand up for a badly understood minority unfairly demonized by the political process. Although the most prejudiced of citizens likely grumbled about the foregoing judicial decisions, each decision applied principles that have held up well over time, including the harm principle, cautioning against criminalizing conduct that does not harm other people (as in Stoumen); the rule of lenity, counseling against broad interpretations of vaguely-written criminal prohibitions (as in Boyle); and an anticensorship norm (as in Vallerga and One).

B. Stage 2: Toleration of the Homosexual Minority

One consequence of the terror practices just discussed was that some “homosexuals” came to see their group as a “minority” whose outlaw status and state persecution were unjustified. The “homophile” movement, classically described by historian John D’Emilio, began and flourished as a modest grassroots social movement in California in the 1950s and 1960s. The homophile message was that homosexuality was a “tolerable” variation from the norm. Conceding that heterosexuality could be preferred, homophile organizations such as the Mattachine Society and the Daughters of Bilitis argued that homosexuality, even if a sad condition, was no threat to society, citizens, or the

family. Hence, these organizations reasoned, same-sex intimacy between consenting adults should not be a crime, homosexuals should not be excluded from jobs such as teaching, and homosexuals should be able to form organizations, socialize in gay bars, and publish gay-friendly tracts and literature. Theirs was primarily a plea for tolerance, not for full equality. In the 1960s, as more lesbians and gay men lived openly in San Francisco and Los Angeles in particular, the original homophile organizations were joined by larger grass-roots associations, and their message of tolerance began to have wider currency.

Although most Californians still harbored intense antihomosexual prejudice, local political processes, fanned by state laws and policies that remained on the books through the 1970s, became increasingly responsive to the concerns of homophiles. For example, concerned citizens of all orientations in San Francisco formed a Committee on Religion and Homosexuality. Its signature event was a New Year's celebration that brought together a wide range of citizens, male and female, rich and working-class, straight and gay and transgendered. When the police broke up the 1965 New Year's celebration, brutalizing homosexuals and even some heterosexuals, prominent citizens were shocked by what they could see with their own eyes. The press fully reported the incident and generated a fierce public reaction. The 1965 New Year confrontation created tremendous publicity for the homophile message that decent people were treated indecently by state-sanctioned bigots and bullies. The notorious San Francisco police were forced to curb their worst abuses, while gay and lesbian groups set up hotlines and other mechanisms to report and object to similar conduct. When police stepped up their harassment again in 1970-71, gay groups not only protested to an increasingly receptive media, but also went to the ballot box to elect a pro-gay sheriff; after that election, antigay municipal harassment fell off. The homosexual community in Los Angeles, the home of the original Mattachine Society, saw a similar pattern of success in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

70. See, e.g., Boyd, Wide-Open Town, supra note 17, at 173–76 (examining the tolerance-seeking philosophy of the early homophile associations after Mattachine purged its leftist founders).
72. See Boyd, Wide-Open Town, supra note 17, at 209–12 (describing bar culture and other associations in San Francisco that were successful in garnering some local support for gay tolerance, even in light of “gayola” and other scandals revealing police corruption and abuse); Faderman & Timmons, Gay L.A., supra note 17, at 141–58 (providing similar account of Los Angeles, but later in time).
76. William N. Eskridge, Jr., Challenging the Apartheid of the Closet: Establishing
Notwithstanding political success at these local levels, reform at the state level proved impossible in the 1960s, even for an issue about which experts largely agreed: the repeal of California’s consensual sodomy and oral copulation laws. The American Law Institute (ALI or the “Institute”) had in 1955 voted to exclude consensual sodomy from the Model Penal Code (which the Institute ultimately adopted in 1962). The Institute’s reasoning was that consensual sodomy laws inevitably engendered police corruption and arbitrary enforcement and that invading people’s private consensual sexual activities did not advance the public interest.\textsuperscript{77} Between 1964 and 1967, the California legislature’s Penal Code Revision Project drew from the Model Penal Code as it drafted new sex crime provisions. Following the ALI’s reasoning, project director Arthur Sherry proposed to deregulate consensual sodomy.\textsuperscript{78} Police officers later told the legislature that the laws prohibiting consensual sodomy and oral copulation did not contribute to the public good and should be repealed.\textsuperscript{79}

Yet the legislature made no changes to these laws. The probable reason was that sodomy reform would have been understood as “promoting homosexuality,” anathema to the legislature and the governor. Accordingly, even though California’s sex crime laws were some of the most outdated in the nation, antihomosexual animus prevented the legislature from acting. The discretion these laws vested in the police impelled California judges to respond. In 1966, the California Court of Appeal declared the public indecency law void for vagueness.\textsuperscript{80} In the early 1970s, several trial court judges declared the consensual oral copulation law unconstitutional as a violation of the privacy right and the rule of law.\textsuperscript{81}

In 1975, the legislature responded by repealing the consensual sodomy and oral copulation laws in a major revision of the state’s sex crimes.\textsuperscript{82} The legislature’s action was important and revolutionary: it removed the legal basis for considering “homosexuals” as per se outlaws and did so in a democratically accountable way, after open debate and a vote by elected representatives. Other features of the legislature’s deliberation are also notable. First, a unique array of political factors permitted sodomy reform to pass through the legislature,
namely, the sweeping gains made by forward-looking legislators in the 1974 election and the sponsorship of the bill by Assemblyman Willie Brown and Senator George Moscone, two heterosexual politicians who championed gay rights. Even with all these stars aligned, the bill barely squeaked through in the Senate, whose 20-20 deadlock was broken by Lieutenant Governor Mervyn Dymally, a veteran of the civil rights movement like Brown and Moscone.83

Second, the sponsors realized that a key to their argument would be to show how the consensual oral copulation law threatened heterosexual couples, not just homosexuals. Many legislators were astounded to learn that oral sex was a crime in the state, and that knowledge made it much easier for them to vote for reform, especially when their girlfriends or wives were sitting in the galleries on the day of the vote.84

Third, the public arguments against the bill included displays of antihomosexual stereotyping and animus. Senator Alfred Song, chair of the Judiciary Committee, was appalled at the anti-Semitic and racist (as well as homophobic) language used by Californians opposed to sex crime reform that advantaged homosexuals.85 Some Senate opponents of the bill argued that sex crime reform amounted to state promotion of homosexuality, which one opponent described on the Senate floor as conduct that God told the Israelites should be punished by death (Leviticus 20:13). Other opponents warned that homosexuals spread venereal disease and therefore were a public health menace; that courts would extend the bill’s protections to “the beaches, the bushes, and the restrooms”; and that impressionable children would receive the message that homosexuality is “okay.”86

Ironically, the repeal of the consensual oral copulation and sodomy laws did not remove the primary bases for police harassment of gay men and lesbians in California, namely, the “vag lewd” law (Penal Code section 647(a)). Studies documented that the vag lewd law was almost exclusively applied against homosexuals, that it often justified police intrusions into people’s private activities, and that it occasioned blackmail and other abuses.87 There was, however, strong law-and-order opposition to repealing the vag lewd law in 1975, and so Assemblyman Brown made no effort to repeal that law in his sex

83. For an account of the legislative maneuvering, see ESKRIDGE, DISHONORABLE PASSIONS, supra note 37, at 197–201.
85. ESKRIDGE, DISHONORABLE PASSIONS, supra note 37, at 198–99 (providing account of the reasons advanced by opponents of sodomy repeal).
crime reform bill. Legislators concerned about the legality of heterosexual intimate activities (including their own) felt that the vag lewd law applied only to homosexuals, and they could defend their votes to repeal consensual sodomy by pointing to the antihomosexual provisions left in the Code. Moreover, the vag lewd law was aimed at "public" rather than "private" activities, always a more popular and better-justified basis for legal regulation.

The California Supreme Court considered the application of section 647(a) in Pryor v. Municipal Court. Rejecting the State’s argument that the vag lewd law was a longstanding and unexceptional application of its police power to maintain public order, the court ruled that its vagueness invited enforcement against consensual activities that posed no legitimate threat to public order, namely, invitations and overtures by lesbians and gay men to one another. The court further found that the law was applied in a discriminatory manner, targeting gay men. Rather than striking down the law on due process grounds, however, the court held that section 647(a) should be interpreted narrowly, as applying only to solicitation of sexual conduct in a public place and to sexual touching the actor had good reason to believe would be offensive to the other person. Although at the time Pryor served as a stinging rebuke to local enforcement of the vag lewd law, its accommodation of public decency and private intimacy has proven to be a lasting resolution.

The legislature also did not dare support open homosexuality in the workforce, and so this issue, too, was left to the administrative and judicial branches of government. In a landmark opinion, the California Supreme Court ruled in Morrison v. State Board of Education that the State could not discharge a teacher for once engaging in private homosexual conduct. The court restricted the statutory “immoral conduct” disqualification to activities impairing a teacher’s pedagogical effectiveness, meaning there had to be a nexus between a disqualifying factor and the person’s ability to do his or her job. In 1977, the court extended Morrison to protect a teacher who had been arrested (pre-Pryor) for soliciting an undercover policeman and charged with violating the vag lewd law.

88. See Letter from California Peace Officers’ Ass’n et al. to Hon. Willie Brown, Jr. (Feb. 28, 1975) (objecting to sex crime reform that would allow “homosexuals” to solicit other men for sodomy); Letter from George H. Murphy, Legislative Counsel of California, to Hon. Willie Brown, Jr., (Mar. 5, 1975) (opining that Brown’s bill would not affect the vag lewd law barring sexual solicitation). These letters come from the Senate Committee files for the 1975 sex crimes law.

89. 599 P.2d 636 (Cal. 1979).
90. Id. at 643–44.
91. Id. at 644.
92. Id. at 645–48.
94. Id. at 379–87.
The notion of allowing lesbians and gay men to teach in the public schools was alarming to many California parents. The voters had an opportunity to override *Morrison* in 1978. The famous Briggs Initiative would have required the discharge of any teacher who advocated or encouraged "private or public homosexual activity" if such advocacy was likely to come to the attention of schoolchildren. Former governor Ronald Reagan and then-governor Jerry Brown opposed the Initiative, and it was defeated. A year later, Governor Brown issued an executive order barring sexual orientation discrimination against state employees.

These were milestones in the transition of California from a state where homosexuals were degraded as outlaws to a state where lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals were tolerated. For the first time in its history, California law reflected an understanding that state persecution of gay people could be "discrimination" analogous to the State's longtime persecution of people having Japanese or Chinese ancestries. That this notion was then conceivable did not mean that most Californians or even most legislators believed that anything should be done to protect people they had learned to view with disgust and moral disapproval. Based upon a review of the legislative culture in the mid-1970s and conversations with then-assemblyman Willie Brown, I do not believe the California legislature would have enacted laws accomplishing what the California Supreme Court and Governor Jerry Brown did in this period. By protecting sexual minorities in some very basic ways, the court and the governor reversed the burden of political inertia. Before their actions, gay people had no rights against the operation of prejudice. That same prejudice disabled gay people from securing rights through legislation or initiatives. But after judges and the chief executive gave gay people some basic rights, popular or legislative majorities would have had to act affirmatively to return gay people to their unprotected status. This proved hard to do, as the Briggs Initiative suggested.

Moreover, by reversing the burden of inertia, the California Supreme Court and the governor created conditions for falsification of stereotypes. Popular fears, long expressed in the law, that homosexuals prey on schoolchildren proved unfounded in the wake of *Morrison*. Similarly, myths that homosexuals disrupted workplaces, accepted by the federal as well as state governments, failed to materialize after Governor Brown's order. By creating a tolerant space for gay people within the state itself, the California Supreme Court and the governor gave gay people opportunities to contribute to public projects, sometimes as openly gay people. This was an educational experience

---


for all involved.98

The legislature was still capable of expressing positive disapproval of homosexuality and was sometimes eager to do so. After the sodomy repeal and legislative actions in 1971 made the state's domestic relations law substantially gender-neutral, the County Clerks Association became alarmed because some gay activists maintained that the law now permitted "homosexual marriages."99 In 1977, legislators voted by overwhelming margins to amend the domestic relations law to make clear that civil marriage was limited to heterosexual adult relationships.100 The rhetoric of the brief same-sex marriage debate was significant: opponents argued not only that same-sex marriage was inconsistent with the traditional definition of marriage, but also that state recognition would promote homosexuality and destroy marriage and the family.101

C. Stage 3: Equal Citizenship for LGBT Persons

By the 1960s, there were openly gay and lesbian citizens who maintained that homosexuality was not just a tolerable variation from the norm of heterosexuality. Instead, they suggested there was no single norm, and homosexuality was simply a benign variation. José Sarria, the famous waiter at the Black Cat (the gay bar the State spent millions of dollars trying to close), ran for a seat on San Francisco’s Board of Supervisors in 1961. His platform was "Gay is Good."102

That platform reflected the thinking of emerging gay activists on both coasts of the United States. In Washington, D.C., for instance, gay-is-good activist Frank Kameny was mounting a vigorous campaign against the regime of police entrapment, distribution of arrest lists, and punitive screening of the military and public service that had ended his career in astronomy for the Pentagon.103 Weary of police bullying, bar raids, and smears by journalists as well as police, California homosexuals in the San Francisco and Los Angeles bar cultures began to express solidarity.104 In the limited and unstable sphere of

98. For a collection of stories accounting for the price paid by closeted lesbian and gay teachers, and the liberating effect of being free from discrimination, see ONE TEACHER IN TEN: GAY AND LESBIAN EDUCATORS TELL THEIR STORIES (Kevin Jennings, ed., 1994).
99. The documentary legislative history of the clerks’ proposal to clarify state marriage law is found in Record on Appeal at 1023–1182, In re Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d 384 (Cal. 2008) (Case No. S1479990).
102. BOYD, WIDE-OPEN TOWN, supra note 17, at 212; Guy Strait, The Nightingale, S.F. NEWS, Dec. 23, 1963, at 4 (describing Sarria’s campaign and his "Gay is Good" platform).
104. BOYD, WIDE-OPEN TOWN, supra note 17, at 200–36 (Gay is Good movement in San Francisco, 1950s–60s); FADERMAN & TIMMONS, GAY L.A., supra note 17, at 148–58 (Los Angeles, 1960s).
dialogue that the regulatory and police state afforded them at the time, emerging activists on both coasts posited a new understanding: gay men and lesbians are not degraded and abnormal, but are good and normal. The 5,613 votes cast for Sarria in the 1961 election reflected this point of view.  

During the 1960s, modest but increasing numbers of gay men and lesbians rejected the Daughters-Mattachine strategy of acquiescing in the inferiority of homosexuality and asserted that there was nothing wrong with being "homosexual." Experts emerged as important allies in this effort. For example, the National Institute for Mental Health’s influential 1969 report concluded that homosexuality was neither a mental disease nor a defect and that it was homophobia, instead, that constituted a social menace and a threat to the public good. Civil liberties groups, which began to intervene on behalf of complainants such as Kameny in police entrapment cases in the late 1950s, became significant, if sometimes reluctant, players in mediating conflicts over the scope and intensity of police intrusion into private lives.

These new gay voices (mostly baby boomers), fed up with the “degrading of [their] personalities by the state,” proclaimed: “Merely to live, we must assert ourselves as homosexuals,” and “accept it or not, we will force our way into open society; you will have to acknowledge us.” The gay-is-good philosophy required lesbians and gay men to “come out” of their “closets,” not only for their own emotional well-being, but also to demonstrate to an ignorant society that homosexuals were human beings with lives, serious relationships, and job capabilities. Political progress, they thought, was only possible if significant numbers of citizens participated in the public sphere as openly gay people. The political goal of the gay-is-good strategists was legal equality, not just tolerance and freedom from police terror. Early thinkers like Harry Hay, the founder of Mattachine in Los Angeles, appropriated the civil rights movement’s idea that homosexuals were a “minority group” subject to “discrimination” because of emotional prejudice and mental stereotypes.

As more LGBT people came out of the closet, many left rural areas and small towns where they feared for their economic security and physical safety. They came in droves to San Francisco, Los Angeles, and other cities with sizeable gay populations. In the wake of the June 1969 Stonewall protests in New York, these gay activists rejected the idea that homosexuality was an inferior or abnormal state and asserted their right to live and work openly as members of the community.
York City,\textsuperscript{111} thousands of urban Californians demanded equal treatment by the State and government protection against private discrimination. In 1978, under the sponsorship of Mayor George Moscone (the senate sponsor of sodomy reform in 1975) and Supervisor Harvey Milk, San Francisco became one of the first large cities in America to adopt a law protecting against sexual orientation discrimination in employment.\textsuperscript{112} However, the California legislature was unprepared to extend equality protections to gay people, especially after Dade County and several other local governments saw their antidiscrimination ordinances overturned by popular referenda in 1977–78.\textsuperscript{113} On November 27, 1978, San Francisco Supervisor Dan White (the only vote against the earlier antidiscrimination ordinance) assassinated Mayor Moscone and Supervisor Milk, a political act that shocked the lesbian and gay community into greater activism.

In the wake of the Milk and Moscone assassinations, the California Supreme Court again reversed the burden of inertia, in \textit{Gay Law Students Association v. Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.}\textsuperscript{114} Employees sued PT&T for discriminating against gay people in hiring, firing, and promotion. Although not emphasized in the plaintiffs’ complaint, the court read the California Labor Code’s prohibition of employer interference with employee “political activities” to include employer discipline of gay employees for being “out of the closet”:

\begin{quote}
[T]he struggle of the homosexual community for equal rights, particularly in the field of employment, must be recognized as a political activity. . . . The aims of the struggle for homosexual rights, and the tactics employed, bear a close analogy to the continuing struggle for civil rights waged by blacks, women, and other minorities. A principal barrier to homosexual equality is the common feeling that homosexuality is an affliction which the homosexual worker must conceal from his employer and his fellow workers. Consequently one important aspect of the struggle for equal rights is to induce homosexual individuals to “come out of the closet,” acknowledge their sexual preferences, and to associate with others in working for equal rights.\textsuperscript{115}
\end{quote}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{111} In June 1969, hundreds of LGBT people rioted in and outside the Stonewall Inn in New York City. These riots stimulated large numbers of LGBT people to “come out of the closet” and demand political rights all over the country. The best introduction is DAVID CARTER, \textsc{Stonewall: The Riots That Sparked the Gay Revolution} (2004) (recently made into a documentary film).

\textsuperscript{112} See RANDY SHILTS, \textsc{The Mayor of Castro Street: The Life and Times of Harvey Milk} (1985).

\textsuperscript{113} See JAMES T. SEARS, \textsc{Rebels, Rubyfruit, and Rhinestones: Queering Space in the Stonewall South} 226–45 (2001) (detailed account of the 1977 Dade County Referendum).

\textsuperscript{114} 595 P.2d 592 (Cal. 1979).

\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Id.} at 610.
\end{flushleft}
Although dissenting colleagues criticized the majority for stretching the statutory language to fit a progressive social vision in PT&T,116 the time had come for legal recognition of the equality principle. The court led, and over the next decade the political process followed.

After PT&T, the city councils of Los Angeles (1979), Oakland (1984), Santa Monica (1984), West Hollywood (1984), Sacramento (1986), Long Beach (1987), and San Diego (1990) enacted new ordinances barring private job discrimination based on sexual orientation.117 Each of these cities also prohibited discrimination in municipal employment. Governor Brown adopted a similar policy for state employees in 1979, and in 1992 the legislature amended the Labor Code to add an explicit protection for employment discrimination based on sexual orientation.118 The same pattern followed in public accommodations discrimination. Lower courts construed the Unruh Civil Rights Act to bar sexual orientation discrimination by public accommodations,119 and the legislature codified that principle by statute in 2005.120

In less than a generation, California had moved from a state where homosexuals were an outlaw class to one where both municipal and state governments decriminalized same-sex intercourse and solicitation, opened civil service and teaching jobs to openly gay people, and announced that antigay discrimination in workplaces and places of public accommodation was illegal. California's evolving policy involved all the institutions of government, with judges, administrators, legislators, and even some enforcement agencies under reined-in entrapment protocols and post-arrest due process provisions set by appellate courts contributing to the instantiation of nondiscrimination in the workplace.

To be sure, these measures had their limits. Police still harassed homosexuals; antidiscrimination laws were underenforced, especially at the municipal level; and openly gay people were subject to violence, hate crimes, and abusive harassment in schools and the workplace. Most importantly, as gay people were forming relationships and families in unprecedented numbers, they faced a family law regime whose protections were uncertain. Committed couples wanted state recognition of their relationships, and couples raising children wanted both partners to have rights as legal parents. Given the

116. Id. at 618 (Richardson, J., dissenting) (rejecting the majority's application of the labor code's protection of "political activity" to the "homosexuals'" complaint); see also id. at 613-18 (trenchant criticism of the majority's expansive interpretation of state constitutional and statutory protections as applied to "homosexuals").


120. 2005 Cal. Stat. ch. 420 § 3.
legislature’s 1977 rebuff of same-sex marriage, gay activists in San Francisco devised an alternate institution, the “domestic partnership,” that would provide both recognition and some benefits for same-sex couples.121 San Francisco’s Board of Supervisors passed a domestic partnership law in 1982, but Mayor Dianne Feinstein vetoed it on the ground that it “mimicked” marriage, which she considered off-limits to homosexuals.122

Two years later, the Berkeley City Council adopted the first operative municipal domestic partnership ordinance, which ultimately allowed city employees to obtain health benefits for their same-sex partners.123 Similar laws were adopted in West Hollywood (1985), Santa Cruz (1986), Los Angeles (1988), San Francisco (1989 [revoked by referendum], adopted again in 1990), Sacramento (1992), San Diego (1994), Oakland (1996), and Long Beach (1997).124 In 1994, the California legislature passed a similar domestic partnership law, only to have it vetoed by Governor Pete Wilson, on the ground that it would be a “foot in the door” for same-sex marriage.125 Five years after that, the legislature passed an even more extensive domestic partnership law, and this time the governor (Gray Davis, a Democrat who succeeded Wilson) signed it.126 Although the voters adopted the Knight Initiative in 2000, which defined marriage as one man, one woman for purposes of California law, the legislature in 2003 extended the benefits of statewide domestic partnership to include almost all the legal benefits, and in some cases the legal obligations, accorded civil marriage.127 In the proposed California Marriage License Nondiscrimination Act of 2005, the legislature recognized that the State’s constitutional obligation to treat lesbian and gay couples the same as straight couples was not met by the domestic partnership law, which “den[jied] them the unique public recognition and affirmation that civil marriage confers on [heterosexual] couples.”128

While legislators took the lead in recognizing lesbian and gay unions, judges took the lead in recognizing lesbian and gay families. A generation ago, openly lesbian and gay parents often lost custody and even visitation rights to

121. Interview by Professor William N. Eskridge, Jr., with Matt Coles, in New York City (Dec. 29, 2004) (account of the domestic partnership idea by Coles, who was an author and supporter of the idea when he was a gay rights activist in San Francisco).
124. See id. at 1189–95 (identifying and discussing these ordinances); Raymond O’Brien, Domestic Partnership: Recognition Responsibility, 32 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 163 (1995) (similar).
straight ex-spouses because of social stereotyping of homosexuals as irresponsible and sexually predatory. For the last twenty-five years, gay and (especially) lesbian couples have been conceiving and rearing children within their committed relationships. Those couples rearing children have sought to create parental rights for both parents through "second-parent adoption," whereby the second parent adopts the child (whether biological or adoptive) of the first parent. Lower-court judges in California have confirmed between 10,000 and 20,000 such adoptions. The California Supreme Court ratified second-parent adoptions in Sharon S. v. Superior Court. Justice Kathryn Werdegar's majority opinion rejected arguments that state recognition of lesbian and gay families was inconsistent with civil marital values and concluded that lesbian and gay families served the fundamental purpose of adoption law: the best interests of children. Following the courts, the legislature's 2003 domestic partnership amendments recognized registered domestic partners as full coparents, just as state law has long recognized different-sex married stepparents.

The Marriage Cases, therefore, can be viewed as the culmination of several generations of normative debate about the civil status of sexual minorities. Each of the court's three key holdings was a confirmation of gay people's near-equal citizenship. First, and most important, the ruling that sexual orientation is a suspect classification is a direct rejection of both the old view that homosexuality is a malignant variation from the norm and the newer view that homosexuality is a tolerable variation on heterosexuality, the official state norm. After the Marriage Cases, there was no legally preferred "norm" with respect to sexual orientation. Second, the court's ruling that the long-recognized fundamental "right to marry" applies to lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, and transgendered persons just as it does to straight persons is an important corollary and reinforcement of the first point. For the first time in American history, an appellate court found the courage—or the logic—to reject the tautological claim that a "right to marry" has no relevance to unions that most people do not consider valid marriages. Third, the court's overruling of the legislature's and Proposition 22's discrimination against same-sex couples in marriage recognition removed the biggest discrimination against gay people in the state codes.

129. E.g., Immerman v. Immerman, 1 Cal. Rptr. 248 (Ct. App. 1959) (holding that evidence of the wife's sexual relationship with another woman was relevant to determination of child custody in divorce proceedings).

130. See Nancy Polikoff, This Child Does Have Two Mothers: Redefining Parenthood to Meet the Needs of Children in Lesbian and Other Non-Traditional Families, 90 GEO. L.J. 459 (1990) (explaining the concept of "second parent adoption" and urging judges to interpret adoption laws to accommodate children raised by same-sex couples).


132. 73 P.3d 554 (Cal. 2003).

133. Compare id. at 568–70, with id. at 582–87 (Brown, J., concurring and dissenting).

134. CAL. FAM. CODE § 9000(b), (g).
II
EQUALITY PRACTICE: EQUAL PROTECTION JURISPRUDENCE IN A PLURALIST DEMOCRACY

What motivated California judges to repeatedly protect sexual minorities from the full force of oppressive laws and practices? Why did the protections not come earlier? Why did those judges proceed so cautiously? These questions defy simple answers, but the following account is only moderately complex.

The goal of a pluralist democracy is to induce all salient social groups to invest in state political and legal processes.\(^{135}\) In such a system, judges can play the important role of helping to transition new or emerging groups into the legal and political system without unduly alienating existing groups.\(^{136}\) One great internal danger to a pluralist democracy is primordial, high-stakes politics, where groups in the grip of emotional hysteria use the State to exclude, penalize, or hurt members of a hated or feared group.\(^{137}\) This chaotic brand of politics can undermine or even destroy a democracy by fueling private feuds, intensifying inter-group animus, and inducing some groups or members to forsake politics in favor of extra-political mechanisms such as violence.\(^{138}\)

Judges can ameliorate such transitions, thereby contributing to the operation of a pluralist democracy, by blocking measures that injure a salient group without a currently-justified public justification.\(^{139}\) Thus, the most basic job of the judiciary is libertarian: ensure that all citizens are treated fairly as a matter of process. With regard to equal protection, this approach explains why the primary tools of analysis are heightened scrutiny when the legislature is deploying suspect classifications that tend to reflect stakes-raising animus rather than public-regarding criteria, or infringing fundamental rights (deep civic harms to the minority). On the other hand, judicial decisions themselves can raise the stakes of politics, as when judges seek closure on an issue that is of deep concern to a popular majority or significant minority.\(^{140}\) This explains and justifies judges' tendency to defer to the political process on most policy issues and their disinclination to close the door on political discussion when the


\(^{138}\) Przeworski, supra note 137, at 26–37; Miller, supra note 135, at 742.

\(^{139}\) See e.g., Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (overturning segregated schools because they have the effect of impeding the ability of an important social group to benefit from public education, understood as fundamental to American democracy).

population is intensely divided. In short, the judicial role is to avoid the Scylla of minority persecution without running into the Charybdis of repudiating intense policy preferences of the majority. Judges navigate these waters through equality practice: pressing the equal treatment norm gently, in decisions that push the law just a little, with an invitation for popular feedback. If the feedback is positive (gay people flourish, traditionalist worries do not materialize), then judges or other officials might push the law a little more the next time, until there is a stable equilibrium of formal equality or something close to it.

This model of judicial decisionmaking is mainly normative: it is, I argue, what judges should be doing in constitutional cases. But it also has great descriptive power: this is what California judges have actually been doing in constitutional cases. During the long period of California’s history when homosexuals were considered subhuman social outcasts and legal outlaws, they were not a salient social group or part of the pluralist political process. In that period, there was simply no equality jurisprudence applicable to gay people, although the California and U.S. Supreme Courts did apply basic liberty-protecting assurances, such as due process and free speech, to them. This libertarian jurisprudence set minimum standards of decency that even despised persons were assured. It was modestly stakes-lowering, because it offset some of the bitterness that unfairly persecuted persons and their friends and families would harbor as a result of harsh treatment. These libertarian protections also assured gay people some space—bars and clubs, the mail, journals and newsletters, and associations like Mattachine and the Daughters—in which they could begin to cohere as a social group.

Once gay people started to cohere as a visible social group and to be politically active in California cities in the 1960s, mainstream attitudes began to change and legal reform became tangible. It was harder for most straight people to consider all homosexuals as subhuman, predatory, or degenerate once they knew and worked with openly gay people. The implication is that those Californians who knew and worked with gay people tended to be doubtful that antihomosexual policies really served the public interest, and many prejudiced Californians became open to the possibility that such policies “went too far.” The existence of a discernible and politically engaged gay community became apparent to thoughtful observers, including judges who entertained a series of cases involving lesbian and gay citizens. Judicial decisions criminalizing police enforcement of cross-dressing, public indecency, and lewd vagrancy laws went

141. See e.g., Washington v. Glucksberg, 521 U.S. 702 (1997) (Court unanimously declining to announce a constitutional right to die, as body politic is just beginning serious debate on this important issue).

142. ESKRIDGE, EQUALITY PRACTICE, supra note 10.

beyond the legislature's sodomy reform: they got the State off the backs of gay people for private, consensual activities and drew no rebuke from the political process. California Supreme Court decisions protecting lesbian and gay schoolteachers against arbitrary discipline drew more political attention but also survived.

After the 1979 riots in San Francisco reacting to the light criminal punishment for Harvey Milk's assassin, the California Supreme Court and the governor banned private and public job discrimination against gay people. This was a direct response to a social movement that demanded an end to antigay persecution. As before, the court pushed the political process beyond the legislature. But these decisions allowed the possibility of legislative override and popular response through the increasingly used initiative process. The (failed) Briggs Initiative of 1978 was an example of this phenomenon.

The new antidiscrimination policies fuelled an increasingly assertive gay rights movement, even as the AIDS epidemic was contributing to an antigay backlash. By the 1990s, many were coming out as gay couples and gay parents. Judges accommodated the parents by interpreting the state adoption law to allow two women or two men to be legal parents, while local governments and the state legislature created domestic partnership laws. Together, judges and legislators performed the difficult task of integrating the new social group into the state's legal structure while taking pains not to alienate traditionalist citizens who viewed gay people with unease. The 2000 Knight Initiative was significant in not addressing parental rights or domestic partnerships, but it did reflect a popular judgment about gay marriage: no state recognition. Yet eight years later the California Supreme Court overrode both the 1977 statute banning same-sex marriage and the 2000 initiative on constitutional grounds. This raises the question: What happened between 2000 and 2008 that motivated the court to act after having deftly avoided stakes-raising changes for the previous fifty years?

In my view, the California Supreme Court would not have required same-sex marriage in 2000, even though the exact legal arguments accepted by the

---


145. On the complicated politics of antidiscrimination and AIDS, see Eskridge, DISHONORABLE PASSIONS, supra note 37, at 201-28 (partially attributing renewed antigay attitudes to AIDS, 1980s), 274-98 (describing easing of AIDS backlash and renewed gay-tolerant and even gay-friendly attitudes).

146. Decades of lower court opinions were confirmed. See Sharon S. v. Super. Ct., 73 P.3d 554 (Cal. 2003).

147. For examples of domestic partnership registries created in California, see 1999 Cal. Stat. ch. 588 (statewide, expanded in 2003 Cal. Stat. ch. 421); Bowman & Cornish, supra note 123, at 1189-95 (county and municipal registries).
court in 2008 were available in a detailed analysis published in 1996.\textsuperscript{148} The arguments had not changed, but the ability of the judicial audience to understand them or to openly agree with them had changed because the social and legal context had changed. This Part will show how the arguments accepted by the California Supreme Court (and one that was not accepted) were made possible because of the social and political changes between 2000 and 2008. By exploring this legal sociology, one can understand both the underlying jurisprudence of the \textit{Marriage Cases} and something about the socio-legal dynamics of constitutional law.

\textbf{A. The Fundamental Right to Marry: New Identities, New Rights}

As a matter of jurisprudence, the precedent most analogous to the \textit{Marriage Cases} was the California Supreme Court’s 1948 decision in \textit{Perez v. Sharp}.\textsuperscript{149} In one of the boldest judicial decisions of the twentieth century, the court struck down an antimiscegenation statute that had been part of California’s family law since statehood and that had recently been expanded to override a lower court decision allowing a Caucasian-Filipino marriage.\textsuperscript{150} No American appellate court had invalidated an antimiscegenation law before \textit{Perez}, and no appellate court would do so again until the U.S. Supreme Court decided \textit{Loving v. Virginia} almost twenty years later.\textsuperscript{151} In \textit{Loving} and subsequent cases, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized a fundamental right to marry, applicable not only to different-race couples, but also to deadbeat dads who have not paid their legal alimony or child support obligations\textsuperscript{152} and to convicted rapists and murderers in prison.\textsuperscript{153}

As I have argued elsewhere, the fundamental right to marry should apply to lesbian and gay couples, putting a high burden of proof on the State to justify their exclusion.\textsuperscript{154} In a civilized society, it is a scandal that rapists have a recognized right to marry and committed lesbian couples raising children do not. However, before the \textit{Marriage Cases}, every American appellate court addressing this issue had ruled that the “right to marry” did not apply to same-

\begin{footnotes}
\item 148. See William N. Eskridge, Jr., \textit{The Case for Same-Sex Marriage} (1996) [hereinafter \textit{Eskridge, Case for Same-Sex Marriage}] (arguing that same-sex marriage is an idea whose time has come, and that courts ought to strike down laws barring lesbian and gay couples from getting married). The arguments accepted by the California Supreme Court in 2008 were set forth in the book. \textit{Id.} at 123–52 (arguing that fundamental right to marry applies to lesbian and gay couples), 172–82 (arguing that sexual orientation ought to be a suspect classification and thus an independent basis for strict scrutiny).
\item 149. 198 P.2d 17 (Cal. 1948) (Traynor, J., plurality opinion).
\item 150. 1933 Cal. Stat. 1472–73.
\item 151. 388 U.S. 1 (1967).
\item 153. Turner v. Safley, 482 U.S. 78 (1987) (no written dissent from the proposition that the fundamental right to marry applies to men in prison for life; Justice Scalia took no public position on this issue, neither dissenting nor joining the majority opinion).
\item 154. \textit{Eskridge, Case for Same-Sex Marriage}, supra note 148, at 123–52.
\end{footnotes}
sex couples. It is very probable that the California Supreme Court itself would have followed the uniform judicial approach in 2000, perhaps unanimously, but they did not in 2008. What had changed was perceived gay identity, the legal rights of gay people and gay couples in California, and heterosexual identity.

First, the notion of lesbians and gay men as committed spouses raising children was an idea incomprehensible to large majorities of Americans in 2000. "Gay marriage" was then an oxymoron; although several Scandinavian countries had recognized "registered partnerships" for same-sex couples, no modern western state had recognized lesbian or gay unions as "marriages." By 2008, that had changed. Several countries had formally recognized same-sex marriage: The Netherlands (2001), Belgium (2003), Canada and Spain (2005), and South Africa (2005–06). Notably, in the U.S. so had the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (2003). Linguistically at least, for many Americans the term "gay marriage" was no longer an oxymoron—a phenomenon the importance of which Professor Mae Kuykendall has cogently argued.

Normatively, marriage itself changed once there was a tangible human face for gay marriage. By January 2008, there were more than 10,000 lesbian and gay couples who were legally married in the United States—and the total was more than 80,000 if one included couples joined in civil unions, reciprocal beneficiaries, or statewide domestic partnership. The existence of married (or officially partnered) lesbian and gay spouses lends critical support for persuading mainstream America that the State should recognize lesbian and gay marriages. This is partly because it is easier to deny rights in the abstract than to specific real-life couples. Perhaps more important, many skeptics probably believed that gay marriage was just an equality stunt and an exercise in political correctness. However, the existence of thousands of spouses who are clearly serious about their relationships has made it clear to many Americans that gay

155. Even courts that have struck down state bars to lesbian and gay marriages had, before the California Marriage Cases, either explicitly rejected the right to marry argument, see Baehr v. Lewin, 852 P.2d 44 (Haw. 1993) (rejecting strict scrutiny based upon a fundamental right to marry but insisting on strict scrutiny because of the state's sex-based classification), or set aside that argument. E.g., Goodridge v. Dep't of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941 (Mass. 2003) (ruling that the state exclusion of lesbian and gay couples from marriage lacked a rational basis and therefore did not require an analysis of the strict scrutiny arguments).

156. In fact, of course, most lesbian and gay adults did enjoy committed relationships, and many were raising children. The gay community's self-identification had already changed somewhat by 2000, but the perception by mainstream America changed more slowly.


158. Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d 941.


marriage is a serious proposal that matters intensely to many LGBT persons. Americans thought differently about the issue in 2008 than they did in 2000. Some who found the notion of gay marriage inconceivable in 2000 found it merely wrongheaded in 2008; many who earlier believed gay "marriage" deeply misguided were no longer so sure; and many who were uncertain at the turn of the millennium were staunch supporters eight years later.161

A second post-2000 development was the general political acceptance of same-sex marriage in those jurisdictions that adopted it. Three jurisdictions that had recognized same-sex marriages did so in response to judicial insistence: Massachusetts,162 Canada,163 and South Africa.164 Academics as well as practical politicians warned that judicial imposition of same-sex marriage would lead to a backlash165—yet these three jurisdictions dramatically falsified those predictions. In Massachusetts, an effort to override the court through a constitutional amendment was ultimately routed by a 4-1 margin in the legislature after voters reelected supporters of same-sex marriage and defeated a few opponents in elections held between 2004 and 2008.166 In Canada, Parliament responded to provincial court decisions rejecting legislation discriminating against lesbian gay couples by adopting nationwide marriage legislation including same-sex couples.167 Critics of that legislation were defeated in the next election; although conservatives won a subsequent election, their inclination to repeal the law has apparently faded.168 In South Africa, parliament immediately

161. See id. at 167 tbls. 2 & 3 (reporting steadily rising numbers of Americans who supported same-sex marriage or civil unions from 2000 to 2008).
162. The Massachusetts Supreme Court invalidated the statutory bar to same-sex marriage (by the same 4–3 majority as California). See Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d at 948. In 2004, the legislature voted for a constitutional amendment recognizing civil unions but preserving marriage for different-sex couples. The 2004 election was a triumph for supporters of same-sex marriage, and in 2005 the legislature voted against the constitutional amendment by a vote of 157 to 39. Pam Belluck, Massachusetts Rejects Bill to Eliminate Gay Marriage, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 15, 2004, at A14.
163. After the Canadian Supreme Court ruled that the state was required to afford the same legal rights and duties to same-sex couples as to different-sex couples in M. v. H., (1999) 2 S.C.R. 3, provincial courts in Ontario, Quebec, and Vancouver ruled same-sex marriage exclusions to be violations of the Canadian Charter. See Robert Wintemute, Sexual Orientation and the Charter: The Achievement of Formal Legal Equality (1985–2005) and Its Limits, 49 MCGILL L.J. 1143 (2004).
164. In Minister of Home Affairs v. Fourie, 2006(3) BCLR 355 (CC), 2005 SACLR LEXIS 34, the Constitutional Court of South Africa ruled that the exclusion of lesbian and gay couples from marriage violated the constitution’s equality guarantee. (The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa specifically lists sexual orientation as a suspect classification.)
166. See Belluck, supra note 162 (2004 elections turned out several opponents of same-sex marriage and returned all supporters).
167. Although it could have invoked its override power under the Charter’s "Notwithstanding Clause," Parliament in 2005 responded by legislatively extending marriage to include same-sex couples. Civil Marriage Act, 2005 S.C. ch. 33 (Can.).
168. Wintemute, supra note 163, at 1172 (antigay party defeated in the first post-marriage
The experience in Massachusetts, Canada, and South Africa suggests that opposition to same-sex marriage was less significant than commonly thought, at least in some jurisdictions. Under such circumstances, constitutional decisions not only reversed the burden of inertia, but also upended the endowment effect: before the decisions, most people were unwilling to grant new marriage rights to lesbian and gay couples, but after the decisions most people were unwilling to revoke marriage rights that lesbian and gay couples were then enjoying. Despite the 2000 Knight Initiative, opposition to same-sex marriage seemed similarly soft in California, at least until Proposition 8. The state legislature passed a same-sex marriage bill in 2005 that was vetoed by Governor Schwarzenegger. In the 2006 elections, however, no supporter of same-sex marriage lost her seat in the legislature. Likewise, the passage of the bill again in 2007 saw no fallout on affirmative votes in the 2008 election.

This apparent change in popular opinion was interconnected with legal developments. Table 1 below demonstrates that each of these jurisdictions moved in a predictable step-by-step process, slowly recognizing rights for gay people: (1) sodomy reform, resulting in homosexuals no longer being per se outlaws; (2) antidiscrimination protections, especially for workplaces that encouraged more LGBT persons to come out of the closet; and (3) recognition of lesbian and gay unions and families, which revealed a new identity for “out” gay people as parents and spouses. Once a jurisdiction had gone through each of these steps, it was possible for the judiciary to reverse the burden of inertia on the marriage issue as well as to influence the segment of public opinion that was more open-minded on the issue. As the California Supreme Court justices surely realized in 2008, their state had gone through exactly the same step-by-step process as Massachusetts, Canada, and South Africa. Under the equality practice paradigm, that meant that citizens would be more open to changing their views if the court were to reverse the normative endowment effect on the issue of same-sex marriage.
Table 1: Equality Practice in Canada, Massachusetts, and California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights for Gay People</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Massachusetts</th>
<th>California</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sodomy Repeal</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>1974 (court)</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2002 (court)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidiscrimination Law</td>
<td>1992 (lower</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1979 (court)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>court)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1998 (court)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Partnership/Civil Unions</td>
<td>1999 (court)</td>
<td>1992 (governor)</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-Parent Adoption</td>
<td>1991-2001</td>
<td>1993 (court)</td>
<td>1980s (trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(lower courts)</td>
<td></td>
<td>courts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2003 (court)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same-Sex Marriage</td>
<td>2003 (lower</td>
<td>2004 (court)</td>
<td>2008 (court)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>courts)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A third, and more speculative, change had taken root well before 2000 but was, in my opinion, more pronounced by 2008: the identity of straight people was evolving. In the 1970s, when gay marriage first emerged as a public issue in California, it is likely that straight people viewed marriage as a fundamental institution, strongly associated with procreation and child-rearing. Most people's identity, especially their religious identity, was intimately tied to the notion that they were married (or expected to be married) to someone of the opposite sex, had procreated (or expected to do so), and were raising their procreated children within the marriage. This classic family pattern has steadily eroded in the last generation: the nuclear family is no longer dominant, and many straight persons do not expect to marry even after having children.\(^\text{170}\)

Many straight persons have children through artificial means or adoption. Increasingly in America, with California leading the way, procreation has been

---

\(^{170}\) On the demographics of the current American households, with record numbers headed by unmarried persons, see Tavia Simmons & Martin O'Connell, U.S. Census Bureau, Married Couple and Unmarried-Partner Households: 2000 (2003).
divorced from marriage. By 2008, it appeared that an unprecedented number of straight people did not see their fundamental identity tied to the old notion of "one man, one woman, procreated-children" marriage.  

These three changes meant that a cautious California Supreme Court, trying to avoid raising the stakes of the culture wars, had the political discretion to recognize same-sex marriage in 2008. However, the foregoing did not dictate that the court would rule as it did. With a similarly receptive political climate, the New York Court of Appeals in 2005 ruled against marriage claimants. One vote prevented California from following the New York court's approach, and that vote was Chief Justice Ronald George, a moderately conservative Republican appointee to the court. There are many reasons why a conservative ought to support gay marriage (fairness to LGBT people, support for gay marriage from big business, and the pro-commitment features of marriage), but the key reason for the chief justice was probably institutional and perhaps even personal. Perez, a persuasive precedent, supplied a strong rule-of-law rationale to sustain the lesbian and gay couples' constitutional challenge. Moreover, extending Perez to same-sex marriage would reinforce the California Supreme Court's reputation as the nation's cutting edge court, a constitutional leader rivaling or, for gay rights, superseding the U.S. Supreme Court. Chief Justice Ronald George would go down in the law books as a worthy successor to Chief Justice Roger Traynor, the visionary jurist who wrote the plurality opinion in Perez.

B. Sexual Orientation as a Suspect Classification: A Pluralist Inversion of Representation-Reinforcement Theory

The attorney general's defense in the Marriage Cases looked a lot like the State's defense in Perez more than half a century earlier. In both appeals, the State claimed that the California Supreme Court should defer to the legislature on a matter of social policy that had long been settled; that the court should respect the definition of marriage as it had traditionally been understood by the community; and that the proper remedy was with the legislature. Cognizant of this unfortunate parallel, the attorney general (former governor Jerry

171. Increasing numbers of openly straight Americans, including academics, have intervened in the gay marriage debate to argue for propounding a new state institution to replace civil marriage as the repository of rights and duties for couples. See, e.g., Melissa Murray, Equal Rites and Equal Rights, 96 CALIF. L. REV. 1395 (2008).
174. Compare Perez, 198 P.2d at 37 (Shenk, J., dissenting), with Attorney General's Answer Brief (Marriage), supra note 173, at 45–46.
175. Compare Perez, 198 P.2d at 45–46 (Shenk, J., dissenting), with Attorney General's Answer Brief (Marriage), supra note 173, at 48–54.
Brown) argued in the *Marriage Cases* that *Perez* was materially different because it involved a race-based classification that triggered strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{176} The challengers responded that excluding lesbian and gay couples from marriage was discrimination based on sexual orientation, sexual orientation ought to be considered a "suspect" classification for the same reasons as race, and the marriage exclusion for same-sex couples should fail under strict scrutiny for the same reasons the exclusion for different-race couples fell in *Perez*.\textsuperscript{177}

As a matter of following precedent, it was not hard for the court to rule that sexual orientation is a suspect classification. The long-established, precedent-based approach in California is that a classification (like race or sex) is "suspect" if it (1) is an "immutable" trait that (2) has "no relation to ability to perform or contribute to society" and (3) has traditionally been the basis for policies that reflect "inferiority and second-class citizenship" of stigmatized groups.\textsuperscript{178} For sexual orientation, the second and third criteria are hard to dispute, especially in light of the history of antigay regulations and their arbitrary and harsh enforcement. As Part I of this Foreword demonstrates, California law was vigorously and increasingly antihomosexual for most of the twentieth century, but what did the State have to show for its expense? It is not clear that antihomosexual policies yielded any public benefits, beyond the satisfaction that prejudiced citizens had in the knowledge that so-called "queers" and "faggots" were announced enemies of the State and were occasionally arrested, exposed, and both personally and professionally ruined. The main tangible consequences of these policies were thousands of broken lives, decent men and women who were outed or prosecuted by the State for consensual romantic activities or overtures; thousands of bad marriages, where closeted homosexuals entered into deluded matrimony with often-unsuspecting heterosexuals of the opposite sex; and a tradition of police brutality and corruption in cities that were the main enforcers of antihomosexual rules.

In any event, the attorney general effectively conceded that stigmatizing homosexuality has had no relationship to legitimate state policies and has

\textsuperscript{176} Attorney General's Answer Brief (Marriage), supra note 173, at 20–21.

\textsuperscript{177} Respondents' Opening Brief on the Merits, *In re Marriage Cases*, 183 P.3d 384 (Cal. 2008) (Case No. S1479990); see also id. at 39–50 (also arguing for strict scrutiny on the grounds that the marriage exclusion is a sex discrimination claim and violates constitutional free speech guarantees). There were several other petitioners, each making similar arguments. See, e.g., Petitioner City and County of San Francisco's Opening Brief on the Merits, *In re Marriage Cases*, 183 P.3d 384 (Cal. 2008) (Case No. S1479990) (arguing that the marriage exclusion of same-sex couples was unconstitutional because it lacked a rational basis and failed to satisfy strict scrutiny triggered by the sexual orientation classification and by infringements of the fundamental rights to privacy and to marriage).

traditionally been deployed to degrade a productive class of citizens. Nor did the attorney general dispute that homosexuality is "immutable" for suspect classification purposes. Sidestepping the question whether homosexuality is hard-wired, the attorney general agreed that one's sexual orientation is not a matter that the State can or should make an effort to change or influence. Having conceded the three criteria announced and followed in *Sail'er Inn*, the attorney general still argued that homosexuality should not be a suspect classification, because there was an implicit fourth criterion in the test, "political powerlessness." The argument for this implicit fourth criterion was taken from the representation-reinforcement theory of judicial review, classically explained by former Stanford professor and dean John Hart Ely. Under Dean Ely's theory, judges defer to the democratically accountable political process unless the system is not working, either because in-groups are blocking political change or because "discrete and insular minorities" are disabled from effective participation because of "prejudice." Because gay people are now an active group with influence in California politics, the attorney general argued sexual orientation is not a classification that ought to galvanize special judicial concern.

To accept the attorney general's argument, however, the California Supreme Court would have had to reexamine or limit the reasoning of *Sail'er Inn* (where the court had held that sex is a suspect classification). Women, the group usually harmed by sex-based classifications, were not only politically powerful in 1971, but they represented a majority of the electorate. Accordingly, Chief Justice George's majority opinion in the *Marriage Cases* rejected the attorney general's proposed fourth criterion, but provided little explanation beyond the power of precedent. The best explanation for rejecting a political powerlessness criterion rests in the pluralist theory that is the theme of this Foreword.

When a group is politically powerless, as blacks and gays were in the early twentieth century and as women were in the nineteenth century, courts

179. Attorney General's Answer Brief (Marriage), *supra* note 173, at 24–25. The lower court had reasoned that sexual orientation could not be a suspect classification because it was not "immutable" in the way that race and sex are.

180. *Id.* at 25–38; *see also id.* at 39–54 (arguing that homosexuality might be considered quasi-suspect, thereby triggering intermediate but not strict judicial scrutiny).

181. **JOHN HART ELY, DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUST: A THEORY OF JUDICIAL REVIEW** (1980); *see also id.* at 73–77, 87–103 (outlining the rationale for a representation-reinforcing theory). The quotations in the text are from *United States v. Carolene Prods. Co.*, 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938), which was the inspiration for Ely's theory.

have some political leeway to protect members' procedural liberties but would be entering political risky terrain if they applied equal protection scrutiny with any bite to discrimination against the marginalized, socially-stigmatized out-group. One way of putting this is cognitive. Because the polity so thoroughly assimilates the perspective of the dominant group, and because the voices of the out-group are so thoroughly silenced, exclusionary or punitive treatment of the out-group will not be considered "discrimination." Thus, Californians in the 1930s probably did not regard their sterilization law aimed at "inverts" to be discriminatory, and a discrimination claim would have been laughed out of court.  

Until very recently, few Americans believed that state marriage laws "discriminated" against gay people, in part because they considered the one man, one woman requirement of marriage to be natural, trans-historical, and inevitable. Indeed, this point of view remains widespread. In the Marriage Cases, the dissenting justices made the remarkable claim that there was actually no "discrimination" against lesbian and gay couples when the legislature and the voters limited civil marriage to one man and one woman, because the gay couple is not "similarly situated" to the straight couple.  

Another way of viewing the same point is through the lens of the political process. When the out-group is truly marginalized, completely powerless, and especially when it is both invisible and threatening, judicial review striking down exclusionary measures is understood as promoting a group that counts for nothing in the pluralist constellation, while disrespecting the views of either a popular majority or a powerful minority. If judges protected powerless groups through judicial review, they would be subject to significant backlash, and that is something even life-tenured federal judges avoid, presumably because it undermines their legitimacy. State judges tend to be just as

---

183. Cf. Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200, 208 (1927) (Holmes, J.) (sarcastically rejecting an equal protection challenge to a state sterilization law as "the usual last resort of constitutional arguments").


185. *Marriage Cases*, 183 P.3d at 464 (Baxter, J., concurring and dissenting); id. at 785 (Corrigan, J., concurring and dissenting). Indeed, Justice Baxter made the remarkable argument that the marriage law does not even technically discriminate against gay people because the lesbian is free to marry a man. Id. at 465; cf. Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (arguing that Texas's "Homosexual Conduct Law" does not discriminate based on "homosexual" orientation, because it prohibits "homosexual conduct" by heterosexual people as well as by homosexual people); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967) (rejecting Virginia's argument that its antimiscegenation law does not discriminate against people of color, because its bar applies to white people as well).

186. By holding that a despised group is "similar" to the majority for equal protection purposes, even if in a small way, a judge opens up the judiciary to incalculable rage from the majority, for the very point of discriminating against powerless minorities is to set them apart as degraded, inferior, and wholly unlike the majority.

187. For demonstrations that the U.S. Supreme Court does not stray far from public opinion, see NATHAN PERSLY ET AL., *PUBLIC OPINION AND CONSTITUTIONAL CONTROVERSY*
cautious, and when they are not they get into trouble. The best recent example is the Hawaii Supreme Court’s opinion in *Baehr v. Lewin*, which ruled in 1993 that the exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage was sex discrimination and subject to strict scrutiny. The court did not strike down the State’s exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage; the case was remanded to the trial court for a hearing where the State could produce evidence that the exclusion was needed to serve a compelling public interest. The mere possibility of same-sex marriage in Hawaii created a firestorm, fomenting an effort that in 1998 led to a revision of the state constitution by ballot measure. The success of the legal and political strategy against gay marriage in Hawaii, a state of legendary pluralist and progressive electoral tendencies, immediately triggered anti-gay-marriage statutes and referenda in most other states and, in 1996, the federal Defense of Marriage Act.

Thus, even if judges are themselves not captives of cognitive frames that disable discrimination claims from marginal minorities, few judges would ignore the overwhelmingly negative reaction of their audiences and invite charges that they were promoting a despised group. In some jurisdictions, especially those where there are very few openly gay persons, any liberalization of the law—from sodomy reform to the adoption of antidiscrimination measures to recognition of lesbian and gay unions—has called forth charges that the reformers were “promoting” the supposedly repulsive and unhealthy “homosexual lifestyle.”

The judicial calculus changes once a minority emerges with enough cohesion and political traction—voting strength, money, and allies—to become part of the pluralist process. This occurred in 1970s California for LGBT persons. Judges have incentives to recognize claims by politically relevant groups for the idealistic reason of integrating the now-emergent minority into the state’s politics and law and also for the selfish reason that today’s emergent minority might be part of tomorrow’s mainstream. Almost any judge would prefer to be remembered as Roger Traynor, who wrote the plurality opinion in *Perez*, rather than John W. Shenk, who wrote a shrill dissenting opinion that many today would view as racist.


188. 852 P.2d 44 (Haw. 1993) (plurality opinion).


Mark this irony: The *Marriage Cases* illustrate how Ely's theory gets it exactly backwards. A despised and truly powerless minority can hope for a few liberty-protecting and process rights, but not equal protection review with any bite from American judges. Only when the minority emerges from true powerlessness and is able to gain allies in the pluralist process can it hope for equality review with bite. Strict scrutiny becomes available only after judges are persuaded that the minority is finally part of the political mainstream.

C. The Sex Discrimination Argument for Gay Rights: Straight Logic or Legal Transvestism?

In *Perez*, the State argued that laws prohibiting different-race marriages were not discriminatory because they treated people of color and whites the same. The California Supreme Court rejected that analysis, holding that equal protection safeguards the rights of individuals, and an individual has a presumptive right not to be judged based upon the irrelevant criterion of her race or the race of her partner. For example, if the State refuses to allow Joe, an African American, to marry Jane, a Caucasian American, it is race discrimination because the regulatory variable (the criterion that produces the legal discrimination) is Joe's race; if Joe were Caucasian, the marriage would be permitted. By analogy, if the State refuses to allow Joe to marry Carlos, it is sex discrimination, because the regulatory variable is Joe's sex; if Joe were a woman, the marriage would be permitted. After *Sail'er Inn*, sex, like race, is a suspect classification in California. As a matter of pure legal logic, therefore, California's exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage is sex discrimination, subject to strict scrutiny whether or not sexual orientation is a suspect classification.

While Chief Justice George's opinion in the *Marriage Cases* was pioneering in its endorsement of both the right of same-sex couples to marry and sexual orientation as a suspect classification, it followed other state and federal courts in rejecting the sex discrimination argument for gay marriage. But the court's stated reasons for rejecting the argument are fairly weak. To begin with, the court suggested that because the marriage exclusion treats both sexes "equally" (a woman cannot marry a woman, and a man cannot marry a man), the law did not amount to sex discrimination "as commonly understood." Yet this is precisely the argument that *Perez* (and later *Loving*) rejected in the race context.

195. *Perez*, 198 P.2d at 19–20 (rejecting the state's argument that the antimiscegenation
The court distinguished *Perez* and *Loving* on the ground that the race classification in those cases matched up with the racist ideology of white supremacy. Yet California's exclusion of same-sex couples from marriage was explicitly motivated by a sexist ideology. The Bill Digest for the 1977 statutory amendment that explicitly excluded same-sex couples from marriage said that the "special benefits" of marriage were designed to meet situations where one spouse, typically the female, could not adequately provide for herself because she was engaged in raising children. Why extend the same windfall to homosexual couples except in those rare situations (perhaps not so rare among females) where they function as parents with at least one of the partners devoting a significant period of his or her life to staying home and raising children?

The Bill Digest shows how the 1977 same-sex marriage bar sought to entrench gender roles, the core justification for the court's sex discrimination jurisprudence. The legislature intended to reinforce the idea of family as necessarily involving role specialization where the female bears and raises children and the male works outside the home. This, like white supremacy, is an example of "outmoded" stereotyping.

The 1977 Bill Digest also suggests a deeper way in which the legislature was trying to entrench rigid gender roles. Disallowing same-sex marriage confirms the notion that a woman's only possibility of a meaningful romance and lifetime commitment is through marriage to a man, and vice-versa. This notion is our culture's meta-narrative for gender stereotyping. Its foundational idea is *complementarity*: woman is the "opposite sex" from man (always the measure); man and woman are yin and yang, different in ways that generate and define romantic, committed love that can result in both marriage and, inevitably, children. That a woman can fall in love with, form a lifetime commitment to, and raise children with another woman, and not her "complement" (a man), is a deep challenge to this gender stereotype—and indeed to *all* gender stereotypes. The California Supreme Court had itself remarked that, as long as the law "differentiate[s] sharply, in treatment or in words, between men and women on the basis of irrelevant and artificially
created distinctions, the likelihood of men and women coming to regard one another primarily as fellow human beings and only secondarily as representatives of another sex will continue to be remote.\textsuperscript{200} If \textit{Perez} required strict scrutiny because the State denied (important) marriage rights through a (suspect) race-based classification seeking to entrench a (disapproved) racist ideology, then the \textit{Marriage Cases} required strict scrutiny because the State denied (important) marriage rights through a (suspect) sex-based classification seeking to entrench a (disapproved) sexist ideology of rigid gender roles.

Chief Justice George's last response sounds like his worst but, under the theory of this Foreword, is actually his best. His opinion points out that previous cases, starting with \textit{Gay Law Students} in 1979, have treated discrimination against persons attracted to others of their own sex as "sexual orientation" discrimination, distinct from "sex" discrimination.\textsuperscript{201} The most genuine claim, the one that primarily motivated the parties in the \textit{Marriage Cases}, was the sexual orientation claim, not the sex discrimination claim. The chief justice believed that the sex discrimination argument is a form of constitutional transvestism: it dresses up a gay rights argument in feminist garb.\textsuperscript{202} It would be a "category" mistake for judges to accept such a secondary reason for strict scrutiny. But why is it not possible for a person to suffer discrimination for more than one reason? This is a common claim in the literature on intersectionality: discrimination against black women, for example, can be synergistic, a complicated product of both race and sex discrimination.\textsuperscript{203} Perhaps a closer fit is the following: If an employer discriminates against a Jewish employee, is it discrimination because of "ethnicity" or is it discrimination because of "religion"? Often it is both, and the two forms of animus are so intertwined that it is sometimes impossible to separate them. So, too, it often is with discrimination against lesbians. In military witch hunts persecuting suspected lesbians, the motivation has traditionally been more sexist than homophobic: according to experts who have served in the armed forces and studied the issue, women have been discharged at higher rates than men for homosexuality, in large part because sexist soldiers and commanders resented the woman's departure from traditional gender roles (including the role of being available for dating and sex to male service personnel).\textsuperscript{204} As I have argued elsewhere, animus against lesbians is different than animus against gay men. Antigay male

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{201} \textit{Marriage Cases}, 183 P.3d at 437–39 (Cal. 2008).
\end{thebibliography}
prejudice is more strongly based on fears of predatory sexuality and less on gender role than antilesbian prejudice. At the very least, the chief justice’s view that sexual orientation and sex discrimination must be legally separate is a debatable proposition, and it is wrong in the case of antilesbian discrimination.

Indeed, a mystery of the Marriage Cases is why the chief justice went out of his way to address the sex discrimination argument at all. Because his opinion announced two separate bases for strict scrutiny, rejection of sex discrimination as a third basis was dictum, and the analytical problems with the chief justice’s discussion might cause unnecessary trouble for his entire effort. The pluralist theory advanced in this Foreword is a possible justification for the chief justice’s analysis. I should like to read his opinion as an invitation for Californians to acknowledge the irrationality of antihomosexual policies and to embrace gay groups into the pluralist political process. Likewise, the opinion is an overture to LGBT Californians to consider themselves full and equal citizens, a status that progressive California leaders ranging from Willie Brown to Kenneth Karst have long advanced. The chief justice underscored these messages doctrinally as well as rhetorically by (1) removing the last formal state discrimination against LGBT Californians (until Proposition 8 was passed), (2) announcing that sexual orientation is a suspect classification like race and sex, and (3) abjuring the possibility that LGBT people were securing their place at the table on the backs of feminists. Gay people have their own place at the table—and they earned it through their own efforts. Will they be able to keep it?

III

POPULAR CONSTITUTIONALISM: CAN CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL?

State constitutions are by design more malleable than the U.S. Constitution. This may be a virtue, because they provide a means for state constitutions to codify America’s evolving public values. For example, the California Constitution creates three mechanisms for formal constitutional change: (1) the amendment process, which allows the people to alter the constitution expeditiously by simple majority vote; (2) the revision process, which requires both legislative and popular involvement to make more fundamental change; (3) the initiative process, which allows the people to propose constitutional amendments directly to the electorate.

205. See Eskridge, Gaylaw, supra note 19, at 227–28.
206. The most appreciative audience for the chief justice’s opinion is gay people and their allies. Many gays (men as well as women) are themselves strong feminists, and non-gay feminists are gay people’s most powerful allies, as are leading race theorists such as Professor Crenshaw. The chief justice’s simplistic argumentation rejecting the sex discrimination argument might be expected to draw sharp reactions from lesbian and other feminists, from feminist gay men such as myself, and from race and other critical theorists.
208. Cal. Const., art. XVIII, § 3.
When the California Supreme Court decided the Marriage Cases, the justices were aware that their ruling would almost certainly be revisited by the initiative process. That awareness made it somewhat easier for the chief justice to write the sweeping opinion he issued, because it would only reverse the burden of inertia and would not end the public debate about same-sex marriage in California. As expected, that debate occurred in the 2008 general election cycle. A majority of California voters approved Proposition 8, which added a new Section 7.5 to Article I of the California Constitution: “Only marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California.”

The issues of constitutionalism and equality practice raised by Proposition 8 are the most interesting ones yet posed by the nationwide campaign for same-sex marriage. Proposition 8 provides a lens for examining the evolving rhetoric accompanying antigay initiatives in California and elsewhere in the last generation; the ways in which constitutional amendments can yet be unconstitutional; and the responsibility of the judiciary to police such constitutional infractions.

A. Background to Proposition 8: The Modernization and Sedimentation of Antigay Rhetoric in the Initiative Process

As philosopher Elizabeth Young-Bruehl has theorized, antihomosexual prejudice has roots in three different psychological needs of the bigoted person. Hysterical homophobes are troubled by their own “dirty” sexual desires and need to displace those unacceptable feelings onto other persons, traditionally people of color and, more recently, gay people. Obsessional homophobes deal with their own personal and professional failures or disappointments by displacing blame onto another minority, such as Jews (whose “greed” causes the poverty of the jealous bigot) and “homosexuals” (who “recruit” children and therefore attack and undermine the bigot’s family). Narcissist homophobes handle an unstable or uncertain identity by contrasting themselves against a degraded “other”; men assert their masculinity by contrasting themselves with women and “homosexuals.” Whatever his or her precise motivations, the homophobe not only bears little resemblance to the drooling bigot romanticized by the civil rights movement, but in fact is a functional person partly because of his or her bigotry.

For most of the twentieth century, with its peak during Governor Earl Warren’s tenure (1943–53), California and its local governments saturated

209. Id. art. XVIII, § 2.
210. Id. art. XVIII, § 1.
211. Id. art. I, § 7.5 (new constitutional language added by Proposition 8).
public culture with policies and messages endorsing and reinforcing all of these antihomosexual prejudices. As recounted above, the State sexualized homosexuals as "degenerate" "moral perverts" (the precise language used in the state code), mentally as well as morally defective, and just one stage up from animals. Homosexuals were reflexively grouped with child molesters; the most draconian antihomosexual legislation, such as the sexual psychopath statutes, were billed as responses to child molestation by older men against girls but were written broadly enough to include homosexual men having consensual sex with other men. By demonizing homosexuals, Earl Warren’s California deluded itself into believing it was purifying public culture, protecting children, and reaffirming family values. Not surprisingly, the first statewide antihomosexual initiative, Proposition 6, brought to the voters by Senator John Briggs in 1978, openly invoked these traditional prejudices.

Following the successful strategy of Anita Bryant’s “Save Our Children” campaign persuading voters to override Dade County, Florida’s antidiscrimination ordinance in 1977, Senator Briggs (who participated in Bryant’s effort) ran a campaign that demonized “homosexuals” to a far greater degree than Governor Warren had. Its primary theme was that “homosexuals” are child molesters, and homosexual teachers will molest children. The campaign’s prime handout was a collection of fifteen lurid newspaper clips, ranging from “Teacher Accused of Sex Acts with Boy Students” to “Why a 13-year-old Is Selling His Body.” In one speech, Briggs reportedly associated “homosexuals” with adulterers, burglars, communists, murderers, rapists, child pornographers, effeminate courtesans, and Richard Nixon. The message: “homosexuals” are enemies of the people, sociopaths who cannot be trusted around children. Aside from the fact that the Yes-on-Six campaign ignored lesbians, who have the lowest rate of child molestation, it ignored evidence that gay men are no more likely to assault minors than straight or bisexual men.

Pursuing the “Save Our Children” theme that Anita Bryant had pioneered, Senator Briggs explained that homosexuality was not only predatory, but predatory in a way worse than molestation: “homosexuals” sought conversion of innocent children to dirty homosexuality. In a public debate with openly gay city official Harvey Milk, Briggs put it this way: “They don’t have any children of their own. If they don’t recruit children or very young people, they’ll all die away. . . . That’s why they want to be teachers and be equal status and have

---

213. See 1945 Cal. Stat. 623 § 5500 (amending the state sexual psychopath law, originally justified as a protection for children, to include sodomy between consenting adults as well).
214. 1978 Cal. Ballot, Prop. 6 (proposing to bar persons who advocate or practice homosexual relations from teaching in the state’s public schools) (discussed in Hunter, supra note 96).
215. SHILTS, supra note 112, at 239 (quotations in text).
216. Id.
those people serve as role models and encourage people to join them."\(^{218}\)

Elsewhere, Briggs emphasized the conspiratorial nature of homosexuality: "If you let one homosexual teacher stay, soon there’ll be two, then four, then 8, then 25—and before long, the entire school will be taught by homosexuals."\(^{219}\)

Because Briggs was widely disliked and his message was extreme, the Yes-on-Six campaign increasingly fell back on outlandish arguments such as those quoted above. But Briggs and his main supporters saw their campaign as a positive and not a negative one. From their point of view, the campaign was about traditional family values and the rights of parents, not about demeaning homosexuals. For example, the last debate of the campaign was sponsored by the "Pro-Family Coalition" in Orange County (represented in the legislature by Briggs), but, as before, the actual arguments marshaled at the debate were largely negative.\(^{220}\)

The Briggs Initiative lost by a wide margin, but most other antihomosexual initiatives of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s won majorities with toned-down versions of these antihomosexual tropes.\(^{221}\) One well-known example was Colorado voters’ adoption of Amendment 2 to their constitution in 1992, barring the State from recognizing or enforcing any claim of discrimination because of "homosexual, lesbian or bisexual orientation, conduct," etc. The arguments made by proponents of Amendment 2 were very similar to those raised by supporters of the Briggs Initiative fourteen years earlier: "homosexuals" are promiscuous and consumed by venereal disease (the average lesbian lives only to about age forty-six, said the official explanation for Amendment 2); they are also predatory, seeking to invade decent people’s houses and schools, take away their jobs, and recruit their children. As such, the campaign argued that Coloradans could and should reaffirm traditional family values by ending “special rights” given by some communities to “homosexuals and lesbians.”\(^{222}\) Although not mentioning the ballot materials, the U.S. Supreme Court in *Romer v. Evans* nonetheless reasoned that Amendment 2 was so broadly written that it lacked a connection to any state

\(^{218}\) Shilts, *supra* note 112, at 230 (quoting Briggs in one of his several debates with Milk). For a video presentation of one of the debates, see *The Times of Harvey Milk* (Black Sand Productions 1984).

\(^{219}\) Shilts, *supra* note 112, at 239 (quoting Briggs).

\(^{220}\) Id. at 248.


policy except "animus" against gay people, which was unacceptable.223

Romer was a landmark in America's pluralist Constitution. It announced, in effect, that gay people could not be treated as despised outlaws and that public policy had to reflect something more than antigay prejudice.224 Romer's holding reflected the nation's normative movement (with California as a leader) away from viewing homosexuality as an inherently malignant variation and toward viewing it as a tolerable but inferior variation from normal heterosexuality.225 Responding to the same normative movement, and probably also to Romer, sponsors of antigay initiatives radically altered their rhetoric, modernizing their arguments to move away from open denigration of gay people and toward larger civic republican values or overall social utility.226 Yet the modernized arguments had a sedimented quality: underneath them were traditional antihomosexual tropes, especially the notion that homosexuals are selfish, antifamily, and intent on recruiting innocent children.227

The same year Romer was handed down, Congress passed and President Bill Clinton signed the Defense of Marriage Act ("DOMA"),228 the most sweeping antigay federal statute in American history. This federal law assured states that they would not have to recognize gay marriages entered into elsewhere229 and hard-wired into federal statutory and regulatory law the notion that "marriage" and "spouse" would only be recognized in the context of one man, one woman relationships.230

As the title suggests, DOMA, like Proposition 6, was not billed as an attack on gay people. Instead, its message was positive—to protect marriage against further dilution and to ensure that the nation's children would be raised in healthy family environments. Representative Canaday, a DOMA sponsor, asked: "Should the Congress tell the children of America that it is a matter of indifference whether they establish families with a partner of the opposite sex or cohabit with someone of the same sex?"228 Although Canaday and other

223. Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (1996) (striking down Amendment 2 as inconsistent with the Equal Protection Clause because the amendment's extreme breadth swept well beyond its asserted rational bases and suggested that it was grounded in antigay animus, a conclusion that was amply supported by the ballot materials referenced in text but not cited by the Court).
225. ESKRIDGE, GAYLAW, supra note 19, at 209–18.
227. Eskridge, No Promo Homo, supra note 190.
229. Id. § 2, codified at 28 U.S.C. § 1738C.
sponsors acknowledged that DOMA represented a “moral disapproval of homosexuality,” they emphasized that theirs was a tolerant approach, emphasizing instead their “moral conviction that heterosexuality better comports with traditional (especially Judeo-Christian) morality.”

In addition to the focus on protecting children against the allure of “morally disapproved” homosexuality, the sponsors of DOMA often revealed their underlying worldview. For example, Representative Robert Barr, the lead House sponsor, proclaimed that the country needed to reaffirm family values because the “flames of hedonism, the flames of narcissism, the flames of self-centered morality are licking at the very foundation of our society: the family unit.”

By the turn of the millennium, thirty states had adopted statutes or constitutional provisions explicitly barring judicial recognition of same-sex marriages. Introducing Proposition 22 for a vote in March 2000, Senator Pete Knight proposed to make California the thirty-first. Although the media suggested that Senator Knight was acting out his own antigay anxieties, Knight’s public pronouncements followed the DOMA script. His negative message was that homosexuals are not normal and that their agenda involved the “trash[ing]” of marriage. But Knight put much greater emphasis on his positive message: “We must affirm the importance of Mom and Dad in our children’s lives.”

The defense-of-marriage argument employed by Canaday and Knight had the virtues of (1) emphasizing traditionalists’ positive case and engaging in less demonization of gay people, (2) linking their positive theory of the family to a larger traditionalist understanding of the State’s responsibility for a productive definition of the family, and (3) advancing the pluralist enterprise in affirmatively conceding the decency of gay people and some rights. As a dramatic example, in 2004, Senator Knight said that he had no problem with the statewide domestic partnership law for lesbian and gay couples, even after the legislature had (in 2003) expanded the benefits and duties of that institution to come close to those afforded civil marriage.

---


234. The media repeatedly stressed that one of Senator Knight’s sons was openly gay and that his son’s coming out had created considerable tension with the father. E.g., Jennifer Warren, “State Sen. Knight Laments Son’s Commentary,” L.A. TIMES, Oct. 15, 1999, at A3.


237. 2004 Knight Interview, supra note 235.
An important limitation of the defense-of-marriage argument was that it did not rest on any evidence. Further, it was inconsistent with evidence from countries (like Denmark) that legally recognized lesbian and gay partnerships and then saw marriage among straight people make a rebound\textsuperscript{238} and subsequent evidence from Canada and Massachusetts, where legalized gay marriage had no discernible effect on the institution of marriage. The defense-of-marriage argument was, from the beginning, a lavender herring, and by 2008 this paucity of evidence rendered it an embarrassment to some traditionalists.

The limitations of the demonization-of-gays and the defense-of-marriage arguments did not mean that traditionalists were unable to advance arguments to support Proposition 8. In light of \textit{Romer}, traditional-family-values strategists avoided demonizing gay people but still managed to express their skepticism regarding gay marriage. For example, the home page of the Protect Marriage website offered a gay-tolerant but marriage-skeptical pop-up cartoon\textsuperscript{239} The cartoon depicted a happy suburban family: Tom the dad, Jan the mom, two kids, and a dog. Tom mows the lawn, Jan likes to cook, and the whole family loves their minivan—and their neighbors, a male couple (Dan and Michael). The gays kept the family’s pet dog when they went on vacation, and Jan (observant of traditional gender roles) brought Dan soup when he was sick. Dramatic tension comes to the cartoon when Proposition 8 is placed on the election ballot, and the family has to decide: Should we take away the matrimonial rights of our nice neighbors?

The dramatic tension eases when Jan and Tom do some research on the Internet and discover that their little gay buddies have all the rights and benefits of marriage, through the domestic partnership statute. Why do Dan and Michael have to have “marriage” when they already have all these rights? Then, Jan learns from her sister Nancy that when Massachusetts recognized same-sex marriage, one school forced children to learn that gay marriage was as good as traditional marriage; even though parents objected, the courts ruled that the school could do this without even notifying the parents. Jan and Tom then grew concerned that changing the definition of marriage would open a Pandora’s Box: Would the public school system teach their children that gay marriage is just as good as traditional marriage? What message would we send the children? Would their church be required to perform same-sex marriages,

\begin{flushright}
238. \textit{See William N. Eskridge, Jr.} \& \textit{Darren Spedale, Gay Marriage: For Better or For Worse?} (2006) (comprehensive survey of Scandinavian registered partnership laws and practices). Although traditionalists claimed that Denmark’s 1989 law had meant the “end of marriage” in that society, the evidence demonstrated that in the seventeen years after lesbian and gay unions were given almost all the legal duties and rights of marriage, the marriage rate had gone up (after decades of pre-1989 yearly declines) and the divorce rate had gone down (after decades of yearly increases). \textit{See id.} at 173–75. The nonmarital childbirth rate had stabilized (after going up fourfold from 1971 to 1989). \textit{See id.} at 190–92.

239. The pop-up cartoon is the portal through which the viewer enters www.Protect Marriage.com, the website for the Yes-on-Eight groups.
\end{flushright}
contrary to its teachings? The decision becomes easier and easier, the more Tom and Jan research and deliberate. They decide to support Proposition 8—and then invite the gay guys over for a barbecue. In the end, everyone seems happy in this very American story: Jan and Tom have made a responsible decision; the kids are delighted that they are being sent a good message and served tasty burgers; Michael and Dan live happily, and childlessly, ever after. It’s like a trip through Wisteria Lane.

The kinder, gentler advocates of Proposition 8 certainly saw themselves as defending traditional marriage; they did not emphasize (though neither did they abandon) the rapidly degenerating argument that gay marriage would mean the end of marriage and the beginning of polygamy (etc.). Instead, the proponents modernized and cleaned up Anita Bryant’s argument that more rights for homosexuals means fewer rights for parents and, especially, children. Thus, the main argument for overturning the Marriage Cases was that the four majority justices ("four Justices from San Francisco" according to the Tom-and-Jan pop-up cartoon) were not only forcing gay marriage onto citizens and parents, but were forcing it onto schoolchildren, even over parental objections.

Recall Jan’s conversation with her sister, Nancy, who lives in Massachusetts. After that State recognized same-sex marriage, a schoolteacher read the book King & King to her second-grade class; the book is a love story where a young man—and not a maiden—is swooped up and married by a Prince Charming. Children told their parents they had been taught that a boy could marry another boy. When some parents objected, the courts ruled that the state antidiscrimination law gave the schools this authority, and there was no legal provision for parents to opt their children out of this instruction.240 “It’s all about the schools” was one mantra of Protect Marriage. Indeed, its main argument for Proposition 8 was that the schools and the courts would force children to read and internalize the pro-gay message of King & King.

Yet nothing in the Marriage Cases says what schools must or must not teach. Do the Marriage Cases interact with existing law to impose a pro-gay marriage instructional requirement? The proponents of Proposition 8 said they did, based on the following logical chain.241 First, if a public school offers a program in health education, it is supposed to provide some instruction about "the legal . . . aspects and responsibilities of marriage."242 Second, the Education Code further provides that "[n]o teacher shall give instruction nor shall a school district sponsor any activity that promotes a discriminatory bias

240. Parker v. Hurley, 514 F.3d 87 (1st Cir. 2008).
242. CAL. EDUC. CODE §§ 51890(a)(1)(D), 51933(b)(7)(2004) (stating that if a school district includes a program of sex and AIDS-prevention education, it is required to "teach respect for marriage and committed relationships").
because of a characteristic” protected by state law (including sexual orientation as well as race, sex, etc.). Third, the California Supreme Court ruled that traditional marriage must be viewed as discriminating against gay persons on the basis of sexual orientation. Q.E.D., a school offering health instruction must teach Jan and Tom’s children about marriage, and that instruction must emphasize that gay marriage is just as good as traditional marriage, lest the school violate the antidiscrimination mandates.

There are several problems with the foregoing argument. First, and most important, the Education Code does not require participating school districts to say anything at all about gay marriage; exactly what schools teach about marriage is a matter of their discretion, so long as it is neutral. Thus, a teacher can tell the students that marriage is a serious commitment, though presumably he or she cannot tell the students that man-woman marriage is a serious commitment but woman-woman marriage is not. Second, the California Department of Education has instructed school districts to “work with parents and community members to decide how controversial issues such as homosexuality, abortion, and masturbation will, or will not, be addressed.” Third, the Education Code allows any parent “to remove his or her child from instruction that conflicts with their religious beliefs.”

Although the Proposition 8 proponents repeatedly invoked the experience of one group of parents in Massachusetts, who were affected primarily by that state’s antidiscrimination law (and not its marriage law), California’s allowance of parental opt-outs suggests that the proponents were wrong to insist that parents have no recourse were such instruction to be provided. It also did not follow that the Marriage Cases required schools to endorse same-sex marriage or even to equate it with different-sex marriage.

In short, the primary argument for Proposition 8 (the risk that California would impose on second graders the view that gay marriage is the same as traditional marriage) was at best overstated and, when held up to legal scrutiny, 

246. CAL. EDUC. CODE § 51240.
247. Under both the statute and the decision, schools could—and probably should—remain entirely neutral about the marriage debate. This may be an underlying problem for the primary boosters of Yes-on-Eight, namely traditionalist Mormons and Catholics. What the Marriage Cases would question is a school policy affirmatively teaching students that there is “real marriage” for straight couples and “phony marriage” or “second-class marriage” for homosexual couples. Such a policy could violate the constitutional rule of the Marriage Cases, primarily because it would be a discrimination based on sexual orientation and therefore subject to strict scrutiny. For religious traditionalists who wanted to use the schools as instruments for inculcating traditional family values (and mild denigration of lesbian and gay relationships), then their advertisement has more than a kernel of truth. But the ad goes further, to argue that the Marriage Cases impose upon schools an affirmative duty to endorse gay marriage and to equate it with what they consider traditional marriage. That claim seems erroneous.
flat wrong. Worse, the argument was a direct invocation of the aforementioned "obsessional prejudice" against gay people: fears that greedy homosexuals want to impose huge costs on society to satisfy their agenda and that they want to recruit children—*your* children—for their chosen lifestyle. Because Prop 8 passed by a slender margin (52 percent to 48 percent), it is likely that this obsessional, inaccurate argument made a difference in the outcome.

Table 2 below summarizes the evolution of traditionalist arguments for antigay initiatives in California and elsewhere. On the one hand, it is remarkable that, in less than a generation, the rhetoric has abandoned open appeals to the most vicious antihomosexual prejudices. The rhetoric now emphasizes policy consequences of gay marriage rather than demonization of gay people. Indeed, it is very important that traditionalists of many different backgrounds have agreed that gay people should be tolerated and, to a certain extent, accepted as part of the body politic. This is very important for the Constitution of pluralism. On the other hand, the kinder, gentler antigay initiatives, such as Proposition 8, still make calculated appeals to obsessional and narcissistic prejudices and stereotypes about gay people. In light of the State's longtime demonization of gay people as selfish, predatory, antifamily, and prone to recruitment of vulnerable children, the reasonable and amusing Tom-and-Jan cartoon takes on a more ominous meaning, especially in light of its remarkable and knowing distortions of California law.
### Table 2. Evolving Rhetoric of Antigay Initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Representations of “Homosexuals”</th>
<th>The Aggressive “Homosexual Agenda”</th>
<th>How Society Ought to Define Itself, Opposed to Homosexuality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>Strong Appeal to Hysterical Prejudice: “Homosexuals” are dirty, diseased, subhuman, polluted</td>
<td>Strong Appeal to Obsessional Prejudice: Predatory “Homosexuals” recruit and molest your children</td>
<td>Strong Appeal to Narcissistic Prejudice: Americans are pure, religious, chaste, unselfish (in contrast to impure, godless, promiscuous, selfish “homosexuals”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Downplay Hysterical Appeals: “Homosexuals” are tolerable but selfish misfits</td>
<td>Mild Appeal to Obsessional Prejudice: Selfish “Homosexuals” want to “trash marriage” and imperil children just to secure special rights for themselves</td>
<td>Strong Appeal to Narcissistic Prejudice: Americans are morally straight, protect their children, and believe in procreative family values (in contrast to morally defective, sterile “homosexuals”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Reject Hysterical Appeals: Gay people are our nice, childless neighbors, and we should be nice to them, but we don’t have to accept their sterile lifestyles</td>
<td>Mild Appeal to Obsessional Prejudice: Pushy Politically Correct Gays want to force their agenda upon vulnerable schoolchildren</td>
<td>Mild Appeal to Narcissistic Prejudice: Americans believe in traditional marriage with children, with serious obligations and unitive benefits (in contrast to “domestic partnership,” for the gays)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. The Proposition 8 Litigation: How Constitutional Amendments Might Be Unconstitutional

Immediately after Proposition 8 was ratified by the voters, a coalition of human rights groups filed a petition with the California Supreme Court challenging the constitutionality of the amendment. The petition in *Strauss v. Horton* posed an important question: How can an amendment to the California Constitution itself be unconstitutional? Perhaps surprisingly, a state constitutional amendment can itself be invalid if it runs afoul any of three sources of legal authority: (1) the California Constitution’s own rule of recognition; (2) the United States Constitution; or, perhaps, (3) the foundational constitutional

---

precept of individual rights. In this Section, I discuss Proposition 8’s relationship to each of these concepts below.

1. Conflict with the California Constitution’s Rule of Recognition

State constitutional amendments are invalid if they are inconsistent with the rule of recognition set forth in the state constitution they purport to amend. For example, California and most other states prohibit constitutional amendments from covering more than a single subject. The purpose of single-subject requirements is to prevent the constitution from filling up with logrolls, where various groups work together to assemble a bundle of proposals, none of which would pass muster on its own but which as a group command majority support among the electorate. Proposition 8 surely met the single-subject requirement.

However, the petitioners argued that Proposition 8 did not meet another requirement of the California Constitution. Recall that Article XVIII sets forth three ways for changing the constitution: an amendment, a revision, or a whole new constitution. Amendments can be proposed either by citizen petitions or by two-thirds votes of the legislature; once proposed, amendments become part of the constitution if ratified by a majority of the voters in the next election. A revision can only be proposed by a constitutional convention or a two-thirds vote of the legislature; once proposed, revisions become part of the constitution if ratified by a majority of the voters. Petitioners challenged Proposition 8 on the ground that it should have gone through the process for a legislative-constitutional-revision rather than for an initiative-constitutional-amendment. Their argument, essentially, rested upon one important state court precedent.

In Raven v Deukmejian, petitioners challenged the validity of the Crime Victims Justice Reform Act (Proposition 115), adopted by the voters in the 1990 general election. Section 3 of this initiative-constitutional-amendment provided that certain enumerated criminal defendants’ rights would be construed consistently with the U.S. Constitution and that criminal and juvenile defendants would not be afforded greater rights than those afforded by the federal Constitution. Essentially, therefore, Proposition 115 placed a cap on

249. CAL. CONST., art. II, § 8, subd. (d) (“An initiative measure embracing more than one subject may not be submitted to the electors or have any effect.”); see also Brosnahan v. Brown, 651 P.2d 274 (Cal. 1982) (ruling that a multi-faceted initiative-constitutional-amendment passed the single-subject test because all of the provisions were “germane” to an overall, easy-to-understand constitutional goal).
250. CAL. CONST., art. XVIII.
252. Proposition 115 (1990) amended CAL. CONST. art. I, § 24, to add the following: In criminal cases the rights of a defendant to equal protection of the laws, to due process of law, to the assistance of counsel, to be personally present with counsel, to a speedy and public trial, to compel the attendance of witnesses, to confront the witnesses against him or her, to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures, to privacy, to not be compelled to be a witness against himself or herself, to not be placed twice in
the state constitutional rights of criminal defendants in state proceedings: the state courts could not add to or expand beyond the rights afforded criminal defendants by the U.S. Constitution, as recognized by the U.S. Supreme Court.

The California Supreme Court had in previous cases held or suggested that "fundamental" changes in the constitution would have to go through the more formal revision process.253 "Fundamental" changes can be either quantitative or qualitative in nature. Thus, an initiative-constitutional-amendment that rewrote almost half the constitutional text was invalidated on the ground that it was a major quantitative change that had to go through the revision process.254 This quantitative test did not imperil Proposition 115 (or Proposition 8), but other cases have suggested that a change could be qualitatively fundamental. The California Supreme Court has said that "even a relatively simple enactment may accomplish such far reaching changes in the nature of our basic governmental plan as to amount to a revision."255 Because the aforementioned portion of Proposition 115 went beyond a trimming back of specific constitutional rights and constituted "a broad attack on state court authority to exercise independent judgment in construing a wide spectrum of important rights under the state Constitution," the court ruled that it could not be added to the constitution through the initiative process.256 Such a fundamental realignment could only be achieved through a legislative-constitutional-revision. The petitioners in the Proposition 8 challenge argued that Raven should be extended to cover Proposition 8 because, like section 3 of Proposition 115 in 1990, it was a deceptively short provision working a fundamental change in the constitutional balance of private rights and state responsibilities.257

The attorney general of California argued that Raven was distinguishable because the court understood Proposition 115 to change the essential Marbury v. Madison role of the California Supreme Court. In contrast, Proposition 8 merely overrode the court on a divisive social issue and did not change the

jeopardy for the same offense, and not to suffer the imposition of cruel or unusual punishment, shall be construed by the courts of this state in a manner consistent with the Constitution of the United States. This Constitution shall not be construed by the courts to afford greater rights to criminal defendants than those afforded by the Constitution of the United States, nor shall it be construed to afford greater rights to minors in juvenile proceedings on criminal causes than those afforded by the Constitution of the United States.

253. See Livermore v. Waite, 36 P. 424, 425–26 (Cal. 1894) (upholding an amendment but indicating that fundamental changes can only be accomplished by revisions); McFadden v. Jordan, 196 P.2d 787 (Cal. 1948) (holding that an extensive set of new provisions amounted to a "revision" of the state constitution).


256. Raven, 801 P.2d at 1089 ("In practical effect, the new provision vests a critical portion of state judicial power in the United States Supreme Court, certainly a fundamental change in our preexisting governmental plan.").

fundamental structure of state government.\textsuperscript{258} Intervening to oppose the petition, Proposition 8’s proponents argued that Proposition 8 was entitled to a strong presumption of validity because sovereignty resides in the people, and the court is merely an agent of the people’s ongoing constitutional preferences.\textsuperscript{259} Petitioners responded that the court plays an independent, coordinate role in state constitutionalism and ought to exercise independent judgment as to whether Proposition 8 contravened the structure of Article XVIII.\textsuperscript{260}

_Raven_ is not as close a precedent for the Proposition 8 challenge as _Perez_ was for the earlier challenge to the exclusion of same-sex couples from civil marriage. As a matter of case law, the California Supreme Court had more logical leeway in the Proposition 8 challenge than it did in the earlier appeal. There were several precedents where the court had upheld initiative-constitutional-amendments that took away important constitutional rights. In _People v. Frierson_, for example, the California Supreme Court ruled that initiative-constitutional-amendments overriding its own decisions regarding the death penalty were legitimate.\textsuperscript{261} In _Strauss v. Horton_, five of the seven justices (including two who had voted to recognize same-sex marriage the year before) joined Chief Justice George’s opinion, which followed _Frierson_ and declined to expand _Raven_.\textsuperscript{262} A sixth justice (Werdegar) concurred in the result reached by the court.\textsuperscript{263} Only Justice Moreno dissented.\textsuperscript{264}

As the six majority justices agreed, the state domestic partnership law left Proposition 8 a less drastic curtailment of rights than was the case in _Raven_ or even _Frierson_.\textsuperscript{265} A pluralism-based justification for a narrow reading of _Raven_ and a broad reading of cases like _Frierson_ is that the court would significantly raise the stakes of politics if it trumped popular opposition to same-sex marriage a second time. The marriage debate is one that intensely but evenly divides the body politic in California; when public opinion is intensely and


\textsuperscript{259} Brief for Interveners in Response to the Petition for Extraordinary Relief at 6–14, 28–29, Strauss v. Horton, 207 P.3d 48 (Cal. Nov. 5, 2008) (Case No. S168047) [hereinafter Interveners’ Answer to Petition].


\textsuperscript{261} _People v. Freierson_, 599 P.2d 587 (Cal. 1979) (upholding an initiative-constitutional-amendment reinstating the death penalty and overriding the Court’s constitutional precedent to do so); see also _In re Lance W._, 694 P.2d 744 (Cal. 1985) (ruling that an initiative-constitutional-amendment restricting the exclusionary rule for criminal defendants was not a fundamental change in the structure of government and therefore not invalid under Article XVIII).

\textsuperscript{262} _Strauss_, 207 P.3d at 122.

\textsuperscript{263} _Id._ at 124–29 (Werdegar, J., concurring in the result).

\textsuperscript{264} _Id._ at 129–40 (Moreno, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

\textsuperscript{265} _Id._ at 116–19 (George, C.J., for the court).
evenly divided on an issue, a pluralist polity imperils itself by a premature resolution. Because the legislature would not submit a legislative-constitutional-revision to the voters, a decision requiring a revision rather than an amendment would, like the Hawaii Supreme Court’s decision in Baehr v. Lewin, be viewed as a judicial effort to end public debate on this issue. That would produce a significant backlash against the court, and perhaps roil the body politic as well.

The pluralism-based theory advanced in this Foreword provides stronger support for the court’s resolution in light of its further holding (this one unanimous) that Proposition 8 does not retroactively nullify the estimated 18,000 same-sex marriages performed in the state between June 15 and November 8, 2008, the period wherein same-sex marriage was legal in California. This Solomonic disposition has several virtues. First, it is strongly consistent with precedent and the rule of law, as American courts generally presume against retroactivity of new statutes and constitutional provisions. This presumption places the burden of showing retroactivity on the sponsors of legislation or initiatives, a burden the Proposition 8 proponents were unable to carry. Second, it is respectful of the popular debate about Proposition 8, reaffirming the people’s expressed preference for a constitutional rule disallowing same-sex marriage, but also respectful of the interests of lesbian and gay couples who relied on the court’s earlier disposition when they entered into civil matrimony. Finally, the court’s preservation of already-performed marriages provides an opportunity for the LGBT minority to falsify stereotypes of gay people as irresponsible, childless, and antifamily without disregarding the popular vote revoking the right to marry for couples in the future. Same-sex marriage advocates will certainly bring the issue back to the voters in a future initiative constitutional amendment that would repeal Proposition 8, and any future debate will benefit from the state’s experience with those marriages that have been legally carried out.

2. Conflict with the U.S. Constitution

State constitutional amendments are invalid if they are inconsistent with the U.S. Constitution, treaties, or other federal law. Romer v. Evans is an example of judicial review of this sort: both the Colorado Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Amendment 2, the amendment preempting pro-gay antidiscrimination ordinances and orders, was inconsistent with the U.S. Constitution’s Equal Protection Clause and therefore invalid. An earlier

266. ROBERT A. DAHL, A PREFACE TO DEMOCRATIC THEORY 93–99 (1956).
267. See supra Section II.B.
268. Strauss, 207 P.3d at 119–22 (George, C.J., for a unanimous court).
270. U.S. CONST., art. VI.
example is *Mulkey v. Reitman*. California had adopted fair housing legislation to protect racial minority citizens from being unfairly excluded from leases and property sales transactions. In 1966, voters endorsed Proposition 14, an initiative-constitutional-amendment that overrode the legislature's fair housing law. The California Supreme Court ruled that Proposition 14 violated the Equal Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution, and the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed.

Ironically, the Proposition 14 challenge bears striking similarities to the Proposition 8 challenge. In both instances, the State sought to protect a minority class disadvantaged by prejudice and stereotyping. In both instances, voters revoked the official protections, and civil rights groups turned to the courts to override the popular process, an up-or-down majority vote that took away fundamental rights from a disadvantaged minority group.

Notwithstanding these similarities and the *Romer v. Evans* precedent, the petitioners in *Strauss v. Horton* did not assert that Proposition 8 violated the U.S. Constitution. The reasons are apparent. Doctrinally, *Mulkey* is distinguishable because race is a suspect classification at the federal level, but sexual orientation is not. *Romer* invalidated Amendment 2 under the rational basis test because, unlike Proposition 8, its antigay discrimination was open, broad, and indeed limitless. Ideologically, the U.S. Supreme Court is populated with more conservative justices. At the very least, such justices would not expand precedent to constitutionalize a broad right to same-sex marriage. Indeed, I do not think any of the justices—liberal or conservative—should do so in the near future.

Even if one believes, as I do, that the best interpretation of the federal constitutional text and precedent is inconsistent with state exclusions of lesbian and gay couples from civil marriage, the issue is far from ripe at the national level. A decision by the Supreme Court broadly addressing the constitutionality of same-sex marriage exclusions would be unwise in the near future. A decision upholding the constitutionality against any kind of challenge would risk the kind of critique and even ridicule that greeted *Bowers v. Hardwick*, where the Court sweepingly upheld consensual sodomy laws based upon reasoning that was erroneous on the facts and embarrassing in its rhetoric. A decision striking down such exclusions (in a country where only five states—all but one of them in New England—recognize same-sex marriages) would risk a

---

276. See generally Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003) (overruling *Bowers* and citing some of the critiques of the Court's many erroneous or factually misleading statements and assumptions).
ferocious backlash. For all these reasons, the petitioners made the right choice in deciding not to argue that Proposition 8 violates the U.S. Constitution.

3. Conflict with the Foundational Constitutional Precept of Individual Rights

Although he did not believe Proposition 8 was invalid as an improper "revision," Attorney General Brown argued that the initiative-constitutional-amendment was invalid. Because Proposition 8 abrogated fundamental rights protected by Article I of the California Constitution, and did so without a compelling public justification, the attorney general reasoned that it was inconsistent with the purpose of the California Constitution, and indeed the purpose of constitutionalism more generally. This form of argument is far from unprecedented, and ultimately has some basis in pluralist theory. Like the California Constitution, the first part of the German Constitution is a declaration of individual rights, including dignitary and equality rights. Reasoning from the structure of that constitution, the German Supreme Court has formulated a doctrine of "unconstitutional constitutional amendments," which holds that "even a constitutional amendment would be unconstitutional were it to conflict with the core values or spirit of the Basic Law as a whole."

The basis for the attorney general's position is also consistent with the social contract theory underlying Anglo-American constitutionalism. What is the purpose of the State? The goal of the Constitution? In Leviathan (1651), Thomas Hobbes argued that government is justified, and earns our consent, by allowing us to escape the "state of nature." The civil state exists so that citizens can pursue their lives without fear that other citizens, or outside invaders, will interfere with their lives and their ability to operate in the world. Thus, to protect citizens, the civil state needs legislatures to enact laws serving the public interest, police to enforce those laws, and courts to adjudicate controversies without resort to private feuds. These protections, moreover, must be made available to everyone. The State’s failure to preserve and protect, and to make these protections broadly available so that people can live their lives secure from fear, is for Hobbes the failure of the State to do its...

277. The five states recognizing same-sex marriage are Massachusetts (2003), Connecticut (2008), Vermont (2009), Iowa (2009), and New Hampshire (2009).
278. Prop. 8 Answer Brief, supra note 258, at 79–82, discussed in Strauss, 207 P.3d at 116–19 (George, C.J., writing for the court).
279. Id. Thus, the attorney general maintained that an important purpose for a written constitution is to create "inalienable" rights, namely, rights that cannot be taken away by popular majorities. Id. at 79–80.
280. DONALD KOMMERS, THE CONSTITUTIONAL JURISPRUDENCE OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 55, 542 n.90 (1997) (explaining the doctrine of "unconstitutional constitutional amendments"). The "Basic Law" mentioned above is the German Constitution.
281. THOMAS HOBBES, LEVIATHAN ch. XIII (1651).
282. Id. chs. XIV–XVIII.
job. John Locke expanded upon Hobbes's analysis in *A Second Treatise of Government* (1689). Locke argued that the civil State not only saves people from risks to life and limb of the state of nature, but also provides citizens with the ability to add to their liberties and possessions, and enrich their lives beyond what they could possibly enjoy in the state of nature.

The equality principle of Hobbes and Locke was a central assumption of early American state and federal constitutional law. As James Madison put it shortly before the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia, "equality . . . ought to be the basis of every law," and the law should not subject some persons to "peculiar burdens" or grant others "peculiar exemptions." During the ratifying debates, Madison justified the bicameralism and presentment requirements for lawmaking on this basis, and Hamilton deployed a similar argument for judicial review. From the earliest days of the American republic, state as well as federal judges invalidated discriminatory measures they deemed to be "class legislation," singling out one group for special advantages or disabilities without regard to the public interest.

Thus, by the time California became a state, it was well established in American constitutional law that government was not authorized to adopt class legislation as defined above. The positive precept is that the civil state must be neutral as to various groups in society, at least regarding fundamental matters such as the enjoyment of life, guarantees of property and contract rights, and marriage. The Equal Protection Clause (1868) of the U.S. Constitution codifies this precept, but the California Constitution makes it even more central by including the clause in its Declaration of Rights. As in the U.S. Constitution, the fundamental baseline of California’s Constitution is equal treatment.

As *Mulkey v. Reitman* illustrates, racial minorities have been vulnerable to initiative-constitutional-amendments that take away fundamental rights (in *Reitman*, the fundamental right at stake was the right to enter into property

283. *Id.* Review and Conclusion (1651); see also THOMAS HOBBES, THE ELEMENTS OF LAW NATURAL AND POLITICAL ¶ 20.5 (1650).

284. JOHN LOCKE, AN ESSAY CONCERNING THE TRUE ORIGINAL, EXTENT AND END OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT ¶ 222 (1689) (commonly referred to as the Second Treatise of Government).

285. *Id.* at ¶ 222; see also *id.* at ¶¶ 223–43 (more detailed explanation and account).

286. JAMES MADISON, MEMORIAL AND REMONSTRANCE AGAINST RELIGIOUS ASSESSMENTS (1785).

287. THE FEDERALIST No. 10 (James Madison) (arguing for bicameralism and presentment in order to reduce the problem of “factions”), No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton) (arguing for an independent judiciary to assure that “unjust and partial laws” would receive a narrow construction or be invalidated through judicial review).


289. *See id.* at 251–68.

290. CAL. CONST., art. I, § 7(a)–(b).

transactions on a nondiscriminatory basis). As minorities, people of color needed to attract mainstream allies to protect their rights in an up-or-down majority vote. But as minorities long subject to prejudice and stereotyping, people of color in the 1960s had a hard time attracting allies. Many prejudiced voters favored any measure that harmed or excluded people of color, and most moderate voters harbored racial stereotypes that made them reluctant to vote for equal treatment. In part because the California Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court have insisted that citizens of color not be subject to class legislation and special exclusions, Americans have gradually accepted the principle that race ought not be a basis for exclusion in public law.

*Reitman* was decided in an era before gay rights rose to the upper levels of the public agenda, and today sexual and gender minorities have joined or, in some states, replaced racial minorities as a particularly vulnerable group in popular initiatives. As a minority, gay people need to attract mainstream allies to protect their rights in an up-or-down majority vote—but as a minority long subject to prejudice and stereotyping, it remains hard for this group to attract allies. Many prejudiced voters favor any measure that harms or excludes lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, or transgendered persons, and even moderate voters are often reluctant because of the antigay stereotypes (e.g., “predatory homosexuals” who “recruit” vulnerable children and destroy traditional families) that the State has long built into its state policy.\(^2\)

As the *Marriage Cases* recognized, sexual orientation is a suspect classification for the same reasons race and sex are, and marriage is a fundamental right for lesbian and gay couples just as it is for interracial couples whose rights were protected in *Perez v. Sharp*. The whole point of a constitution—according to the social contract theory, the founders of our nation, and the terms of California’s state constitution—is to entrench guarantees that all citizens can count on. In light of these constitutional commitments, Article XVIII can be read to require that higher hurdles be surmounted before the voters can add to the California Constitution class legislation that takes away a fundamental constitutional right from a historically prejudiced minority. If such class legislation is really needed to protect the overall public interest, then it ought to go through the screening process entailed in legislative-constitutional-revisions, at the very least, or perhaps even trigger a new constitutional convention.

Chief Justice George’s opinion for the court in *Strauss* abated the foregoing concerns by injecting an argument he had dismissed in the *Marriage Cases*. Unlike most other states that have barred same-sex marriages either by legislation or popular initiatives, California has adopted a statewide institution
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292. On California’s long history of demonizing homosexuals as predatory against children and as antifamily, see ESKRIDGE, DISHONORABLE PASSIONS, *supra* note 37, at 46–108. On the uphill battle the gay and lesbian minority faces in popular votes, see Haider-Markel et al., *supra* note 221, at 304–14 (documenting that 71 percent of antigay ballot initiatives prevailed in the period 1972–2005).
For this reason, Chief Justice George (writing for the court) and Justice Werdegar (concurring in the court's result) characterized the change wrought by Proposition 8 as a narrow rather than fundamental one. All it did, according to the court, was reserve

the official designation of the term "marriage" for the union of opposite-sex couples as a matter of state constitutional law, but [leave] undisturbed all of the other extremely significant substantive aspects of a same-sex couple's state constitutional right to establish an officially recognized and protected family relationship and the guarantee of equal protection of the laws. As before, the chief justice's reasoning is driven as much by pluralist pragmatics as by the legal precedents: given the full legal rights and duties available under the domestic partnership law, the gay marriage issue is substantially a matter of symbolic politics, and therefore a matter as to which judges ought not trump the will of the people, expressed through the duly established mechanism for constitutional amendment.

C. A Theory for Judicial Review of Initiative Constitutional Amendments

The California Supreme Court's opinion in Strauss v. Horton is deferential to the initiative process, and that deference is consistent with the state constitutional structure. Since 1911, the California Constitution has rejected the assumption of the U.S. Constitution that direct democracy has no constructive role to play in republican governance. "Government is instituted for [the people's] protection, security, and benefit, and they have the right to alter or reform it when the public good may require." Hence, each of the mechanisms for changing the California Constitution—amendment, revision, or replacement—requires a majority vote of the electorate, and the amendment process can be initiated by the voters, completely bypassing the legislature.

On the other hand, California's constitution has not rejected all of the concerns of the federal Framers, and ought not be interpreted to do so. Article XVIII creates a hierarchy of constitutional change, with a strong correlation

293. Originally enacted in 1999 Cal. Stat. ch. 588, the Domestic Partner Act has been frequently amended and is codified at CAL FAM CODE §§ 297–299.6 et al. See In re Marriage Cases, 183 P.3d 384, 413–18 (Cal. 2008) (George, C.J., writing for the court), for a discussion of the statewide domestic partnership law in its evolution.
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296. See THE FEDERALIST No. 10 (James Madison) (explaining why the framers of the U.S. Constitution rejected any role for direct democracy, namely, the fear that temporary "factions" would oppress minorities).

297. CAL CONST., art. II, § 1.

298. Id. art. XVIII, §§ 1–3; see also Id. art. II, § 8(b) (signature requirements for bypassing the legislature with a citizen-sponsored initiative).
between the degree of change and the depth of institutional deliberative filters through which a change must pass:

- *Amendment*, an ordinary change to the constitution, can be initiated by voter petition (or by the legislature) and then ratified by a majority of the voters in the next election;

- *Revision*, a fundamental change to the constitution, can only be initiated by two-thirds vote of the legislature and then ratified by a majority of the voters in the next election;

- *Replacement*, the creation of a new constitution, can only be proposed by a two-thirds vote of the legislature, followed by a constitutional convention, whose product must then be ratified by a majority of the voters in the next election.

This is the structure found in the California Constitution—but it is not the reality of the direct democracy seen in today’s California, where the revision process has dried up and the initiative-based amendment process has become a mechanism by which losers in the judicial or legislative process take their case to the voters through initiative constitutional amendments. Political scientist Bruce Cain dubs this phenomenon *hyper-amendability.*

Hyper-amendability is not limited to California, and so the argument in this Foreword can be generalized. Like California, many other states have separate procedures for simple *amendment* of their constitutions, for significant *revision*, and for complete *replacement* with a new constitution.\(^{300}\) State constitutional amendment activity across the United States continues at a high and now accelerated level: there were 689 state constitutional amendments in the period from 1994 to 2001.\(^{301}\) A large chunk of those initiative-based state constitutional amendments have been aimed at sexual and gender minorities—not only the anti-gay-marriage initiatives that have been adopted in California and twenty-nine other states,\(^ {302}\) but also initiatives depriving sexual and gender minorities of rights to adopt children and to the protections of antidiscrimination laws. In contrast, the pace of state constitutional revision or replacement has slowed to a dead stop.\(^ {303}\)
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300. See Straus, 207 P.3d at 110 n.34 (listing seventeen state constitutions that distinguish between amendments and revisions); *id.* at 111–14 (discussing gay marriage decisions in other states following the amendment-revision distinction).

301. See Cain, supra note 299 (detailed data on state constitutional amendments and revisions).

302. Thirty states have state constitutional bars to marriage for same-sex couples, all of them adopted by popular initiatives. For a current list, see Lambda Legal, Status of Same-Sex Relationships Nationwide, http://www.lambdalegal.org/publications/articles/nationwide-status-same-sex-relationships.html (last visited Jan. 13, 2009).

303. There were 144 constitutional conventions and 94 new state constitutions in the nineteenth century, but only 84 conventions and 23 new constitutions in the twentieth, and none
The structure of California’s and other states’ constitutions suggests good reasons for the California Supreme Court and other state high courts to set limits in the face of hyper-amendability, especially as regards antiminority initiatives. Without enforceable limits, hyper-amendability will swallow up Article XVIII and negate its deliberation and filtering requirements for fundamental changes. What follows is an effort to translate the Article XVIII structure—popular initiative-amendments, legislative/popular revision-amendments, and legislative/convention/popular replacements—and its rationale into a workable set of presumptions for judicial review. The baseline presumption, also derived from the California Constitution, favors the validity of initiative-constitutional-amendments.

1. Correcting for Legislative Biases

The first structural feature of Article XVIII’s distinction between amendments and revisions or new constitutions is that the former allow “We the People” to circumvent the California legislature, while the latter must be proposed by the legislature.\textsuperscript{304} As a matter of both logic and history, the primary reason for allowing constitutional amendments by direct majority vote of the people is that the legislature is not always responsive to strong public needs and preferences.

There are three functional scenarios that inspired the 1911 addition of the constitutional initiative process to the California Constitution. First is the problem of self-dealing. The legislature can be expected to be biased in favor of its members’ positions of power and authority. Political insiders tend toward policies that preserve their positions, power, and authority in ways that do not serve the interests of the public. In setting electoral districts and terms of office, regulating the conduct and financing of campaigns, responding to criticisms, and asserting their own jurisdiction, legislators are prone to act in their own self-interest even when such action is not in the overall public interest or favored by the electorate.\textsuperscript{305} This problem is of constitutional dimension, because the legislature is an agent of the public and is supposed to act only in the public interest.\textsuperscript{306}

\textsuperscript{304} To be sure, an initiative-constitutional-amendment can be proposed by the legislature, but my point is that constitutional amendments need not be. Also, the hyper-amendability phenomenon may be marginalizing the legislative-initiative option; it is easier to pay organizations to collect signatures than to persuade the legislature to place a matter on the ballot.

\textsuperscript{305} See Stephen Smith, Direct Democracy and Election and Ethics Laws, in Democracy in the States (Bruce E. Cain et al. eds., 2008).

\textsuperscript{306} See also ELY, supra note 181 (arguing from the premises of constitutionalism generally (and the U.S. Constitution in particular) that there needs to be an outside monitor to offset the tendency of political “insiders” to insulate themselves at the expense of the public interest).
Second is the problem of overregulation. In the post–New Deal era, legislators tend to favor more taxes, bigger government, and more regulations than voters do.\textsuperscript{307} Legislators usually view their job as solving public problems, typically through a proactive government program. Voters, too, want their representatives to solve problems, but tend to be more cost-conscious, because by and large it is voters and not legislators who bear the burdens and pay the costs of regulation. The constitutional initiative is a mechanism for the voters to place limits on or to channel legislative innovations in the direction the public prefers. Unlike the self-dealing problem, which has a constitutional dimension, the overregulation problem is one of policy balance.

Third is the problem of special interests. During the Progressive Era, when the initiative was added to the California Constitution, a primary justification was to short-circuit the influence of “special interests,” namely, interest groups who seek favors from government or try to head off needed regulation.\textsuperscript{308} Although an important justification for mechanisms of direct democracy, the special interests justification is the trickiest, because the key term depends on a political judgment. In the Proposition 8 campaign, proponents saw gay people as a “special interest” seeking to impose costs on parents and their children, while opponents of Proposition 8 saw its sponsors as “special interests” mobilizing antigay stereotypes and prejudice in an effort to reassert a “special exception” to the constitutional right to marry. The California Constitution weighs in on this debate in the following way: its Declaration of Rights\textsuperscript{309} tells us that groups seeking to protect dignitary, equality, speech, and other important constitutional rights are acting in the public interest in the most serious way.\textsuperscript{310}

As a matter of constitutional structure, Article XVIII, read together with the whole California Constitution, provides a mechanism for the voters to amend the constitution when the legislature is not likely to pursue the public

\textsuperscript{307} While the statement in text seems to be true of the post-New Deal era, in the early twentieth century, voters tended to favor more regulation in many areas. For a historical and empirical analysis along these lines, see John Matsusaka, \textit{For the Many or the Few: The Initiative, Public Policy, and American Democracy} (2004).

\textsuperscript{308} For a thoughtful analysis of direct democracy and “special interests,” see Alan Gerber, \textit{The Populist Paradox: Interest Group Influence and the Promise of Direct Democracy} (1999).

\textsuperscript{309} \textsc{Cal. Const.}, art. I. Like the German Constitution, the California Constitution’s first article is its Declaration of Rights. Contrast the U.S. Constitution, whose Bill of Rights was added after the document was ratified and went into effect.

\textsuperscript{310} Such claims must be objectively plausible, for almost any issue can be expressed in terms of individual rights as well as policy. For example, contrast the equality claims of the plaintiffs in the \textit{Marriage Cases}, which were not only plausible claims that had been accepted by other courts and were persuasive to a majority of the neutral arbiters of this Court, with the liberty claims made by the proponents of Proposition 8, such as the speculative (in my view, flatly incorrect) assertion made in some ads that marriage recognition for same-sex couples would require churches to give up their religious principles.
interest. Under direct democracy, initiatives, rather than revisions, are especially appropriate for matters of basic governance, such as the allocation of public resources and tax burdens; the rules governing lobbying, electoral districts, campaign finance, and ethics in government; and limits on the authority of government, including limits grounded in personal rights as well as allocational decisions. As for initiative-based constitutional amendments addressing any of these matters, the constitution suggests a strong presumption of validity. The strong presumption can be overcome by a showing that the amendment has made an overbroad and fundamental change in the constitutional authority and duties of an organ of government.

The foregoing analysis does not, however, tell us how more intangible matters of great public debate ought to be handled. Issues of interest to the voters such as the death penalty, the legal status of marijuana and other drugs, affirmative action, and aid in dying (or "death with dignity") are increasingly the subject of constitutional initiatives all over the country, including California. Are there situations in which "public values" initiative-constitutional-amendments lose that presumption of validity and ought to be pressed as revisions?

2. Supermajorities to Protect Minorities

A second distinction between Article XVIII initiative-constitutional-amendments and legislative-constitutional-revisions (or replacements) is that the latter are not only necessarily screened by the legislature, but also require two-thirds votes in both chambers of the legislature before they can be presented to the voters for approval. Revisions therefore must pass through a screen that is triply difficult: (1) legislators must approve them; (2) indeed, both chambers must approve; and (3) a supermajority must approve. This is a demanding process, and the foregoing discussion of legislative bias demonstrates that this is not a process well suited for constitutional changes that involve ordinary governance issues or deregulation.

With regard to those issues, California’s progressive tradition departs from the republicanism of the U.S. Constitution, but on issues requiring a constitutional revision, California has hewed to the republican arguments of the Framers at Philadelphia. Madison’s The Federalist No. 10 is the leading statement of the reasons to fear direct democracy: temporary “factions” might adopt measures that would oppress “minorities.” Although Madison was thinking of economic minorities (big property owners and creditors), not racial or sexual
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311. Many scholars are critical of the voters’ ability to do a better job or even to figure out what is in their own interest, but for my positive argument I place those objections to one side.

312. As before, the analysis above does not apply to legislative-constitutional-amendments, which also require a two-thirds vote in the legislature to secure a place on the ballot. CAL. CONST., art. XVIII, §1.

313. The Federalist No. 10 (James Madison).
minorities, his deliberative filters idea retains its cogency: the complex process of lawmaking prevents many measures that might oppress minorities by slowing them down, forcing the proponents to defend the measures to different audiences, and providing minorities more opportunities to defeat or ameliorate extreme measures.

From the perspective of democratic constitutionalism, the best justification for such a demanding process is to protect fundamental constitutional rights, especially those of minorities who are vulnerable in an up-or-down majority vote of all adult citizens. The supermajority requirements for a revision are also responsive to America's and California's long equality traditions, where all citizens are assured the fundamental rights guaranteed by the State. California's Declaration of Rights not only says that "[a] person may not be . . . denied equal protection of the laws,"314 but emphasizes the converse that "[a] citizen or class of citizens may not be granted privileges or immunities not granted on the same terms to all citizens."315 A central purpose of California's constitution is to create guarantees that all citizens can count on. Thus, a natural reading of Article XVIII is that voters cannot alter the California Constitution to take away a fundamental constitutional right.

This analysis is also compatible with the attorney general's position in the Proposition 8 challenge, properly understood.316 The attorney general said that Proposition 8 deprived a minority group of an "inalienable right," and that cannot be accomplished through an initiative-constitutional-amendment.317 The attorney general remained open to the possibility that a legislative-constitutional-revision might alter "inalienable rights," and the foregoing analysis provides some support for that possibility. In turn, however, it is possible that "inalienable rights" can only be compromised by the third option under Article XVIII: convening a constitutional convention and ultimately replacing the current constitution with a new one. As argued above, hyper-amendability has made that process, like the revision process, almost irrelevant. However, if a state supreme court were to rule that the initiative-constitutional-amendment process cannot be the basis for a sweeping change like the one wrought by Proposition 8, the decision might engender a broader constitutional conversation.

3. Deliberation to Impose Rationality Requirements

There is a third feature of Article XVIII that is relevant to drawing the amendment-revision-replacement line. The legislative-constitutional-revision

315. Id. art. I, § 7(b).
316. Chief Justice George's opinion for the court dismissed the attorney general's analysis as nothing more than warmed-over natural law. Strauss v. Horton, 207 P.3d 48, 116-19 (Cal. 2009). I think there is more to be said for the attorney general's theory.
317. See Prop. 8 Answer Brief, supra note 258, at 79-82.
process is characteristically deliberative in a deeper way than the initiative-constitutional-amendment process is. The amendment process involves public debate, but differs from the revision process in terms of reasons, transparency, and accountability. In the popular debate, conducted largely in the media, appeals are often emotional, and policy justifications are typically unsupported by facts or solid information. For example, the proponents of Proposition 8 centrally maintained that state recognition of same-sex marriage would require schools to teach children that "gay marriage" is just as good as "traditional marriage"; as demonstrated above, such a strong claim is false.  

Of course, emotional appeals and nonfactual claims are found in the legislative process, as well. The difference is that such claims are subject to the deliberation requirement of Article XVIII. Any legislator making such a claim is immediately subject to dispute by other legislators. Unlike voters, who can cast their vote anonymously and for any reason (including prejudice), legislators must cast their votes publicly and are accountable to defend their votes based upon public reason. If a legislator's public reason is clearly a makeweight or invokes phony stereotypes, then she or he will be subject to media and other criticism, maybe even ridicule. This process does not mean that sexual and gender minorities always win in the legislature (or that they should). What it does mean is that there is greater assurance that legislative deliberation will render a judgment that is more accountable to reason and facts than the judgment of anonymous voters in an amendment contest. Moreover, the legislative process allows public deliberation to change and shape policy proposals before they are adopted as law.

Consider this thought experiment. Assume that the U.S. Supreme Court in 1949 vacated the California Supreme Court’s opinion in Perez because the (pre-Brown v. Board of Education) Court felt that such an interpretation of the U.S. Constitution would inflame half the nation. On remand, assume that the California Supreme Court reasserted its holding under the California Constitution’s several equality guarantees. And in 1950, the voters added this to the California Constitution through an initiative-constitutional-amendment: “To prevent a dilution of the white race, no nonwhite person can marry a white person in this state, nor shall such a marriage be recognized.” Is this an initiative-constitutional-amendment that can be added by majority vote—a vote that was surely fueled by racial prejudice and stereotypes? Or is it properly characterized as a legislative-constitutional-revision that has to go through the legislature first? Or, following the implications of the attorney general’s position in Strauss v. Horton, is this a change that cannot be made to the existing constitution and thus would require a constitutional convention?

318. See Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Petition for Writ of Mandate at 10–17, Jenkins v. Bowen, Case No. 34-2008-00017366-CU-WM-GDS (Super. Ct., County of Sacramento, Aug. 4, 2008) (demonstrating the inaccuracy of proponents' claims that the Marriage Cases would force schools to teach a specific agenda).
The point of this thought experiment is that there ought to be limits to popular constitutional amendments that deprive a minority of a fundamental right. Allowing a minority group to be denied a fundamental marriage right by simple popular vote not only makes it too easy to inflict constitutional harm upon a minority, but it harms the community by raising the stakes of identity politics and by undermining the pluralist process. Of course, some antiminority campaigns would prevail even in the legislature, but the deliberation entailed in the legislative revision process would almost certainly have yielded more moderate language than that quoted above. Specifically, the legislature would almost certainly have deleted the prefatory clause ("To prevent a dilution of the white race") and might have removed the white supremacy gloss to yield something like this: "No person can marry another person of a different race in this state, nor shall such a marriage be recognized." However lamentable such a legislative-constitutional-revision would have been, such deliberated-upon language would have been the least offensive version of it.

Yet the majority opinion in Strauss suggests that the justices may no longer be willing to enforce the amendment revision line in a meaningful way. The bar is set very high:

only if a measure embodies a constitutional change that is so far reaching and extensive that the framers of the 1849 and 1879 Constitutions would have intended that the type of change could be proposed only by a constitutional convention, and not by the normal amendment process, can the measure properly be characterized as a constitutional revision rather than as a constitutional amendment.319

Under this test, my hypothetical Perez override would be considered an acceptable amendment, a result that strikes me as contrary to the structure of the state’s constitution as well as harmful to minorities and the polity. Notwithstanding the chief justice’s broad endorsement of popular constitutionalism, the foregoing structural argumentation urges the California Supreme Court to remain open to a broader role, ably defended along traditional legal lines in Justice Werdegar’s concurring opinion320 and in Justice Moreno’s dissenting opinion.321

The hypothetical popular constitutional initiative overriding Perez illustrates the virtues of the Werdegar-Moreno approach that holds out the possibility of meaningful judicial review of popular initiatives that go after minorities. In addition to my structural constitutional analysis above, and the reasons adduced by Justices Werdegar and Moreno, their approach has a huge pragmatic virtue, for it allows the California Supreme Court to dispose of punitive antiminority measures without setting hard constitutional limits of the sort the attorney general was proposing. Assume that Proposition 8 had not only

319. Strauss, 207 P.3d at 103 (George, C.J., writing for the court).
320. Id. at 124–29 (Werdegar, J., concurring in the result).
321. Id. at 129–40 (Moreno, J., concurring and dissenting).
hardwired one man, one woman marriage into the California Constitution, but had also constitutionalized a bar against providing same-sex couples any of the legal benefits or duties of marriage. It is conceivable that such a measure could have secured majority votes in 2000, the year of the Knight Initiative. Such a measure would have, essentially, excluded lesbian and gay couples from an indeterminate number of legal protections. From their point of view, such an initiative would have represented a partial return to a Hobbesian state of nature. From the polity’s point of view, such an initiative would have triggered a destructive civil war, certainly ramping up hatred and tensions and perhaps erupting into violence between angered gays and righteous traditionalists. Under the chief justice’s approach, the California Supreme Court would have had no recourse under the California Constitution.\footnote{There could, of course, be a claim under the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which was the basis for the California Supreme Court’s holding in \textit{Mulkey}. Whether the Roberts Court would extend the protections of \textit{Romer v. Evans} to strike down a state constitutional amendment denying lesbian and gay couples all legal rights of marriage is a matter open to speculation.}

In short, the structure of the California Constitution and the pluralist theory that underlies its process for amendment, revision, and replacement suggest the following hierarchy for evaluating the validity of amendments:

1. Strong Presumption of Validity for Amendments Relating to Governance.
3. Presumption of Invalidity for Amendments Denying Fundamental Rights to Minorities.

This hierarchy and the presumptions embedded within it are consistent with the court’s ruling in \textit{Strauss v. Horton}, but furthermore reflect greater concern for setting limits on the use of initiative-constitutional-amendments to attack minorities than the chief justice’s opinion for the court did.

The \textit{Marriage Cases} of the 2007 Term and the Proposition 8 Case of the 2008 Term show how far California has come toward recognizing the equal citizenship of sexual and gender minorities. Unlike the era of Governor Earl Warren, no one was suggesting that lesbian and gay couples were criminal or degenerate or even predatory. Unlike the more tolerant era of the 1970s, no one disputed the availability of marriageslike benefits for lesbian and gay couples, and no one was trying to break up gay and lesbian families. The debate had narrowed to these symbolic points: Are the romantic unions of LGBT Californians entitled to every bit of the same legal respect and terminology accorded traditionally straight marriages? Are gay families “normal” \textit{or} merely “virtually normal”? For the time being, still the latter.
The big contribution of the California Supreme Court toward marriage equality for LGBT persons is the same contribution the court made in earlier periods: the justices were able to reverse the burden of political inertia on an issue. As in the past, the justices had neither the ability nor the inclination to push the polity too hard on the equality rights of sexual and gender minorities. Thus, when the voters responded to the *Marriage Cases* with a reaffirmation of traditional one man, one woman marriage, the California Supreme Court deferred to their judgment, but the court did so knowing that it was a judgment subject to change. By recognizing and preserving the thousands of same-sex marriages lawfully entered into within the state before the November 2008 election, the court unanimously made a modest contribution to the ongoing normative debate. But the answer today might be revised tomorrow.